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THE PR OB LE M

V

OF DECISION

expressions
$ zg. The numberof undecidable
I tere,as the basis of my present investigation the following
fundamental elementsof the syllogistic:
(t) The four assertedaxioms r-4.
(z) The rule (a) of substitutionand the rule (6) of detachment
for the assertedexpressions.
(3) The two rejectedaxioms*59 and *59a.
(a) The rule (c) of detachmentand the rule (d) ofsubstitution
for the rejectedexpressions.
To this systemof axiomsand rules the theory of deduction must
be added as the auxiliary theory. From the axioms and rules of
assertion there can be derived all the known thesesof the
Aristotelian logic, i.e. the laws of the square of opposition,
the laws of conversion,and all the valid syllogistic moods;
on the basisof the axioms and rules of rejection all the invalid
syllogisticalforms can be rejected.But, as we have already seen,
this systemof axioms and rules does not sufficeto describethe
Aristotelian syllogistic adequately, becausethere exist signififor instanceCIabCNAabAba,whichcan neither
cant expres$ions,
be proved by our axioms and rules of assertionnor disproved
by our axioms and rules of rejection. I call such expressions
undecidablewith respectto our basis.Undecidable expressions
may be either true in the Aristotelian logic or false.The expression CIabCNAabAbais, of course,false.
There are two questionswe have to settle on this basis in
order to solve the problem of decision.The first question is, Is
finite or not? If it is
the number of undecidable',expressions
finite, the problem of decisionis easily solved: we may accept
as new assertedaxioms,and reject falseexprestrue expressions
sions axiomatically. This method, however, is not practicable
if the number ofundecidable expressions
is not finite. We cannot
assertor reject an infinity of axioms. A secondquestion arises
in this case:Is it possibleto complete our systemof axioms and
rules so that we could decidewhether a given expressionhad to
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be assertedor rejected? Both these questionswere solved by
Slupecki: the first negatively by showing that the number of
undecidable expressionson our basis is not finite, the second
affirmatively by the addition of a new rule of rejection.r
I begin with the first question. Every student of the traditional logic is familiar with the interpretation of syllogisms
by meansof Eulerian circles: according to this interpretation
the term-variables a, b, r are represented by circles, the
premiss Aab being true when and only when the circle a is
either identical with the circle 6 or is included in 6, and the
premiss lab being true when and only when the circles a and b
have a common area. Consequentlythe premiss Eab, as the
negation of lab, is true when and only when the circles a
and b have no common area, i.e. when they exclude each
other. If, therefore,a and D are identical,Iab is true and Eab is
false.
I shall now investigate various suppositions concerning the
number of circles assumedas our 'universe of discourse',i.e.
as the field of our interpretation. It is obvious that the rules of
our basisremain valid throughout all the interpretations.If our
universe of discourseconsistsof three circles or more, the four
axioms of assertionare of courseverified, and the axiomatically
rejected expression
*59. CKAcbAablac
is rejected,as it is possibleto draw two circlesc and,a excluding
each other and both included in the third circle 6. The premisses
Acb and Aab are then true. and the conclusion .Iacis false. The
expression
*59a. CKEcbEabIac
alsois rejected,as we can draw three circleseach excluding the
two others,so that the premissesEcb and Eab are true and the
conclusion 1ac is false. This interpretation therefore satisfies
the conditions of our basis,and so do all our other interpretations.
Let us now supposethat our universeof discourseconsistsof
I See the paper of Slupecki quoted inp.
76, n. I have tried to simplify the author's
arguments in order to make them comprehensible to readers not trained in mathematical thinking. I am, of course, alone responsible for the following exposition
of Slupecki's ideas.
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only three circles, but no more, and let us consider the following
expression:
(F g) CE abCEacCEadCEbcCEbdIcd.

that only three circlescan be drawn, the expression(F3) is true
and cannot be disproved by our axioms and rules oi rejection.
If we suppose,however, that our universeof discourse'consists
of more than three circles,we can drawfourcircles,eachof them
excluding the three others, and (F3) becomesfalse. (F3) therefore cannot be proved by our axioms and ruresof asseiiion.As
(F3) can neither be proved nor disproved by the systemofour
axioms and rules, it is an undecidableexpression.'
Let us now consideran expressionofthe form
(F4) CurC,a2Car...Canp,
containing z different variables:
a b 4 2 r 4 g , ..., An ,

becomesfalse or the consequentis true. But if our universeof
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Such undecidable expressionsare infinite in number, as z
may be any integer whatever. It is obvious that they are all
false in the Aristotelian logic, and must be rejected, for we cannot restrict the Aristotelian logic to a finite number of terms,
and expressionsof the form (F4) are disproved when the number
of terms is infinite. This infinite number of undecidableexpressionscannot be rejected otherwise than axiomatically, as results
from the following consideration: (F3) cannot be disproved by
the system of our axioms and rules, and therefore must be
rejectedaxiomatically. The next undecidableexpressionof the
form (F4) containing five different terms cannot be disproved
by our system of axioms and rules together with the already
rejected expression(F3), and must again be rejected axiomatically. The sameargument may be repeated with respect to every
other undecidable expressionof the form (F4). Since it is impossibleto reject axiomatically an infinity of expressions,we
must look for another device if we want to solvethe problem of
decision affirmatively.
$ go. Slupuki's rule of rcjntion
I start from two terminological remarks: Expressionsof the
type Aab, Iab, Eab, and Oab I call simple expressions;the first
two are simple affirmative expressions,and the third and fourth
simple negative expressions.Simple expressionsas well as expressionsof the type:
CctlCc'sCo,s...Cun-1an,

where all the c's are simple expressions, I call elementary
expressions.With the help of this terminolory Slupecki's rule
of rejection'may be formulated as follows:
If a and p are simple negative expressionsand y is an elementary expression,then if Cuy and CBy are rejected, CuCpy
must be rejected too.
Slupecki's rule of rejection has a close corurexion with the
following metalogical principle of traditional logic: 'utraque si
praemissaneget, nil inde sequetur.' This principle, however,
is not general enough, as it refers only to simple syllogismsof
three terms. Another formulation of the same principle, 'ex
mere negativis nihil sequitur', is apparently more general, but
it is falsewhen applied not only to syllogismsbut also to other
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expressions of the syllogistic. Such theses as CEabEba or
CEabOabshow clearly that something does follow from merely
negative premisses.Slupecki's rule is a general rule.and avoids
the awkwardnessof traditional formulations.
Let us explain this point more fully in order to make Slupecki's rule clear. The proposition Aac does not follow either
from the premissAab or from the premissAbc; but when we
conjoin these premisses,saying 'Aab and Abc', we get the conclusion Aat by the mood Barbara. Eat doesnot follow from Ebc,
or from Aab' either: but from the conjunction of thesepremisses
'Ebc and Aab' we get the conclusionEac by the mood Celarent.
In both caseswe obtain from the conjunction of premissessome
new proposition which does not result from either of them
separately. If we have, however, two negative premisses,like
Ecb and,Eab, we can of course obtain from the fint the conclusion Ocband from the secondOab,but from the conjunction
of these premissesno new proposition can be drawn except
those that follow from each of them separately. This is the
meaning of Slupecki's rule of rejection: if 7 does not follow
either from c or from B, it cannot follow from their conjunction,
as nothing can be drawn from two negative premissesthat does
not follow from them separately. Slupecki's rule is as plain as
the corresponding principle of traditional logic.
I shall now show how this rule can be applied in the rejection
of undecidableexpressions.
For this purposeI use the rule in a
symbolic form, denoted by RS (Rule of Slupecki):
*CaCpy.
RS. *Ccy, *CFy
Here as everywhere I employ Greek letters to denote variable
expressions
satisfyingcertain conditions: thus, c and p must be
simple negative expressionsof the syllogistic, y must be an
elementary expression as explained above, and all three expressionsmust be such that.Ccy and,Cpy may be rejected. The
arrow (--+) means 'therefore'. I want to lay stresson the fact
that RS is a peculiar rule, valid only for negative expressions
a and p of the Aristotelian logic, and, as we have already seen,
cannot be applied to affirmative expressionsof the syllogistic.
Nor can it be applied to the theory of deduction. This results
from the following example: the expressions CJfCpqr and
CNCqpr are both not true and would be rejected, if rejection
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were introduced into this theory, but CNCpqCNCqpris a thesis.
Also in algebra the proposition 'a equals D' does not follow
either from the premiss 'a is not lessthan D' or from the premiss
'6 is not lessthan a', but it follows from the conjunction of these
premisses.
As the first application of the new rule I shall show that the
expression
*59a. CKEcbEablac,
which was rejected axiomatically, can now be disproved.This
resultsfrom the following deduction:
g. plEac,alc,blaxTg
CCEaclcaCEaclac
79.
79 x C*Bo-*64
*Bo. CEailca
*Bo x *Br. cla,blc,alc
*Br. CEcbIac
+64x*Bz. blc
*Bz. CEabIat
R.S.ulEcb,BlEab,yllatx *Bt, *Bz --* *83
*83. CEcbCEabIac.
The rule RS is here applied for the first time; a and p are
simple negative expressions,and,.y is also a simple expression.
From *83 we get by the law of exportationVII the formula *59a :
YII. plEcb, qlEab,rlla"c'x&4
84. CCK EcbEabIacCEcbCEablac
84 x C*59a-*83
*59a. CKEcbEablac.
It follows from the above that Slupecki'srule is stronger than
our axiomatically rejected expression*59a. Since *5ga has to
be cancelled,formula *59, i... CKAcbAabIac,remains the sole
expressionaxiomatically rejected.
In the secondplace I shall apply the rule RS repeatedly to
disprovethe formula (F3):
*64x *85. dlc, cla
*85. CEadIcd
*Bsx*86. bla
*86. CEbdlcd
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F.S. ulEad, BlEbd, ylhdx *85, *86 --->*87
*87. CEadCEbdlcd
*Bo x *BB. bla, dla
*BB. CEbclcd
RS. c/Ebc,PlEbd,ylhdx *BB, *86 --- *89
*Bg. CEbcCEbdlcd
R.S.alEad, plEbc, ylCEbdlcdx *87, *Bg ---'*go
*go. CEadCEbcCEbdlcd
*BBx*gt. afb
*gr. CEacIcd
RS. c/Eac,plEbd, ylhdx *gr, *86 --- *92
*gz. CEacCEbdlcd
R.S.afEac,plEbc, ylCEbdhdx *gz, *Bg--* *93
*gg. CEacCEbcCEbdlcd
RS. a/Eac,plEad, ylCEbcCEbdhdx*g7, *9o --->*94
*
Ebdlcd
94. CEacCEadCEbcC
*B5x*95. bld
*95. CEabIcd
F.S.alEab,plEbd, yllcdx *95, *86--* *96
*96. CEabCEbdlcd
R.S.alEab, plEbc, ylCEbdlcdx *96, *Bg -- *97
*97. CEabCEbcCEbdlcd
R.S.alEab,BlEad, ylCEbcCEbdlcdx*g7,*go -+ *98
* gB. CEabCEadCEbcC
Ebdlcd
RS. alEab, plEac, ylCEadCEbcCEbdicdx*g8,*94 *
*99
* gg. CEabCEacCEadCEbcCEbdlcd
The rule RS is usedin this deduction ten times; a and p are
always simple negative expressions,and y is everywhere an
elementary expression.In the same manner we could disprove
other formulae of the form (F4), and also the formula (Fr) of
sectionzB. It is needless,however,to perform thesedeductions,
sincewe can now setforth the generalproblem of decision,
$ gr. Deductiueequiaalence
We needfor our proof of decisionthe conceptof deductiveor
inferential equivalence.Since there are, in my opinion, some
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misunderstandingsin the treatment of this concept,its meaning
must be carefully defined. I shall do this on the basis of the
theory ofdeduction.
c ?nd p, are deductively
It is usually said that two expressions,
equivalent to each other when it is possibleto deduce B from c
if a is asserted,and converselyc from p if p is asserted.The rules
of inferenceare always supposedas given. But they are seldom
sufficient.They suffice,for instance,in the following example.
we can
From the assertedlaw of commutation CCpCqrCqCpr
deduce the thesisCqCCpCqrCpr:
(r) CCpCqrCqCpr
Q) plCpCqr,rlCprxC(r)-(z)
(z) CqCCpCqrCpr,
and again from this thesis we can deduce the law of commutation:
pls, rlt x C(z)-(3)
(z) qlCqCCpCqrCpr,
CCsCCqCCpCqrCprtCst
e)
(z) qlCpCqr,plq, rlCprx(4)
(Q CCpCqrCCqCCpCqrCprCqCpr
(g) slCpCqr,tlCqCprx C(a)-(r)
(r) CCpCqrCqCpr.'
But we cannot in this simple way deduce from the asserted
cxpressionCNpCpqthe law of Duns Scotus CpCNpq,because
from the first expressionwe can derive new propositionsonly
by substitution, and all the substitutionsof CNpCpqbegin with
Cil, none with Cp. To deduce one of those expressionsfrom
another we must have further assistance.Speaking generally,
the relation of deductive equivalenceis seldom absolute,but in
most casesit is relative to a certain basisof theses.In our case
this basisis the law of commutation. Starting from

$) cNpcPq
we get by commutation the law of Duns Scotus:

(r) plNp,qlp,rlcx C(s)-(6)
(6) cpcNpq,
and starting from (6) we get again by commutation (S):

0) qIl,{p,rI q x C(6)-(5)

6) cNpcpq.

I This neat deduction was given by A. Tarski in Warsaw.
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I saythereforethat CNpCpqand CpCNpqare deductivelyequivalent with respectto the law of commutation, and I write:
CNpCpq CpCNpq
with respecrto (r).
The sign
denotes the relation of deductive equivalence.
This relation is different from the ordinary relation of equivalence,denoted here by Q, which is defined by the conjunction
of two implications each converseto the other,

Q-Pq: KCpqcqp,
and requiresno basis.If an ordinary equivalenceQcB is asserted,
and c, or a substitution of c, is assertedtoo, then we can assert
B, or the correspondingsubstitution of p, and conversely.An
assertedordinary equivalenceQ"F is thereforea sufficientbasis
for the deductive equivalencea
but it is not a necessary
- Fi
one. This is just the point where explanation is needed.
Not only assertedor true expressionsmay be deductively
equivalent, but alsofalseones.In order to solvethe problem of
decision for the C-"lf-systemwe have to transform an arbitrary
significant expressionc into the expressionCNuzr,where z is a
propositional variable not occurring in c. This can be done by
meansof two theses:
Sr. CpCNpq
Sz. CCNppp.
I say that a is deductively equivalent to CNan with respectto
Sr and 53, and I write :
I. a
CNatr
with respectto Sr and Se.
All goes easily when o is asserted.Take as example NNCpp.
This is a thesiseasilyverified by the o-r method. I stateaccording to formula I that
with respectto Sr and Se.
NNCpp - CNNNC4P4
Starting from

0) NNCPP
w e get by S I :

sr. plNNCpp
x C(7)-(B)
(B)CNNNCppq,
and starting again from (B) we get by substitution and Sz:

(B)qlNNCppx(s)
cNNNCppNNCpp
G)
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Sz.plNJ,tCpp
x C(g)-(Z)
0) NNCPP.
But c is an arbitrary expression;it may be false, e.g. Cpq. ln
this caseformula I reads:
Cpq CNCpqr
with respectto Sr and Se.
Here the difficulty begins: we can get the thesisCCpqCNCpqr
from Sr by the substitution plC|q, qfr, but we cannot derive
from this thesis the consequent CNCltqr, for Cpq is not a thesis
arrd cannot be asserted.Therefore CNCpqrcannot be detached.
A still greater difficulty arisesin the other direction: we can
get from Sz by the substitutionFlclq the thesisCCNCpqCpqCpq,
but CNCpqCpqis not asserted,nor can we get CNCpqCpqfrom
CNCpqr by substitution, becauseCNCpqr is not a thesis. We
cannot say: Supposethat Cpqbe asserted;then CNCpqrwould
follow. The assertionof a false expressionis an error, and we
cannot expectto prove anything by an error. It seemstherefore
that formula I is valid not for all expressionsbut only for those
that are asserted.
There exists, in my opinion, only one way to avoid these
difficulties: it is the introduction of rejection into the theory of
deduction. We reject axiomatically the variable p, and accept
the clear rules of rejection, (c) and (d). It can easilybe shown
on.this basisthat Cpq must be rejected. For we get from the
axlom

(*to) p
and the thesis

Qt) CCCpppp
by the rulesofrejection:
(rr) x C( * r z ) - ( * r o )
(* tz) CCppp

qlp
(*rz)x (*ril PlCfu,
(*til cPq.
Now we are able to prove that if Cpq is rejected, Clr[Cpqrmust
be rejectedtoo; and conversely,if CNCpqris rejected,Cpq must
be rejectedtoo. Starting from

(ril c4q
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we get by Sz and the rules of rejection:

Sz.plCpq
x (r+)
ccNcpqctqc?q
QQ
( t+)xC(*r5)-(*r3)
(*15) CNCpqCpq
( * r S)x (*16)rlCpq
(*rG) CNCpqr.
In the otherdirectionwe easilyget Cpqfrom (*16) by Sr:
Sr.plCpq,qlrx (r7)
Q7) CCpqCNCpqr
( ,2)xC(*r3)-(*r6)

(*ry)c?q.
Formula I is now fully justified. We have, however, to correct
our previous definition of deductive equivalence,saying:
Two expressionsare deductively equivalent to each other
with respectto certain theseswhen and only when we can
prove by meansof thesethesesand of the rules of inference
that if one of those expressionsis asserted,the other must
be assertedtoo, or if one of them is rejected,the other must
be rejected too.
It followsfrom this definition that ordinary equivalenceis not
a necessarybasisof deductive equivalence.If Qo,Bis a thesis,it
is true that a is deductively equivalentto p with respectto Qap;
but if c is deductively equivalent to p with respectto certain
theses,it is not always true that Qcp is a thesis.Take as example
the deductive equivalencejust considered:
with respectto Sr and Sz.
Cpq CNCpqr
The corresponding ordinary equivalence QCpqCNCpqris not
a thesis,for it is false for plr, qlo, rlr.
It is obvious that the relation of deductive equivalenceis
reflexive, symmetrical, and transitive. There are caseswhere
cr is deductively equivalent to two expressionsp and 7 with
respectto certain theses.That means: if cris asserted,then B is
asserted and y is asserted,and consequently their conjunction
'B and y' is asserted; and conversely, if both p and 7, or their
conjunction 'p and y', is asserted,'thena is assertedtoo. Again,
if c is rejected,then the conjunction 'p and y' must be rejected,
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and in this caseit is sufficient that only one of them, F o, y,
should be rejected; and conversely, if only one of them is
rejected,a must be rejected too.
expessions
$ gz. Reductionto elementar2
Our proof of decision is basedon the following theorem:
(TA) E-very significant expression of the Aristotelian syllogistic can be reduced in a deductively equivalent way,
with respect to thesesof the theory of deduction, io
a set of elementary expressions,i.e. expressionsof the
form
CarCa2Cus,..Cun-1an,
where all the c's are simple expressionsof the syllogistic, i.e. expressions
of the type Aab, Iab, Eab, or Oab,
AII known thesesof the syllogistic either are elementary expressionsor can easily be transformed into elementary expressions. The laws of conversion, e.g. CIabIba or CAabIba, arc
elementary expressions. All the syllogisms are of the form

which is not a simple expression but an implication. There
exists,of course, an infinity of suchexpressions,and they must all
be taken into account in the proofofdecision.
Theorem (TA) can easily be proved on the basis of an
analogoustheorem for the theory of deduction:
(TB) Every significant expressionof the theory of deduction
with C and "/Vas primitive terms can be reduced in
a deductively equivalent way with respect to a finite
number of thesesto a set of elementary expressionsof
the form
c,.1ca2c.*s...co-o-1,-n,
where all the c's are simple expressions,i.e. either
variables or their negations.
The proof of this theorem is not easy,but sinceit is essential
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for the problem of decision it cannot be omitted. The proof of
(TB) given below is intended for readers interested in formal
logic; those not trained in mathematical logic may take both
theorems,(TA) and (TB), for granted.
Let c be .an arbitrary significant expressionof the theory of
deduction other than a variable (which may, but need not, be
transformed): every such expressioncan be transformed,as we
already know, in a deductively equivalent way with respectto
the thesesSr and Sz;
Sr. CpCNpq

Sz.CCNppp
into the expressionCNan, where z is a variable not occurring
in a. We have thereforeas transformation I:
with respectto SI and Sz.
I. cr CNan
Transformation I allows us to reduce all significant exPressions to implications that have a variable as their last term.
Now we must try to transform "lfc, the antecedentof CNa4
into a variable or its negation. For this purposewe employ the
following three transformations:
with respect to 53 and 54,
lI. CNN,B - CoF
55 and 56,
lII. CNCupy CaCNpy
,,
,,
57, SB, and 59.
.,
lY. CCaPy - CNaY, CPY
"
The respectivethesesare: for transformationII:

fu. CCNNpqCpq
54.CCpqCNNpq;
for transformation III :
55. CCNCpqrCpCNqr
56. CCpCNqrCNCpqr;
for transformation IV:
57. CCCpqrCNpr
58. CCCpqrCqr
Sg. CCNprCCqrCCPqr.
Let us now explain how we can get by thesetransformations
a variable or its negation in the antecedent of CJfaz. The
expression ct (rccurring in CNar may, like every significant
expressionof the C-.1[-system,be either a variable, or a nega-

$gz REDUCTIONTO ELEMENTARYEXPRESSIONS rrg
tion, or an implication. If cris a variable, no transformationis
needed; if it is a negation, we get CNNap, and two negations
annul each other according to transformation II; if it is an
implication, we get from CNCapy the equivalent expression
C"CNFy, the antecedentof which, c, is simpler than the initial
antecedent NCuB. This new c: may again be a variable-no
transformation is then needed-or a negation-this case has
already been settled-or an implication. In this last casewe get
from CCapy two expressions,CJfaT and CBy,with simpler antecedents than the initial antecedent Cap. By repeated applications of II, III, and IV we must finally reach in the antecedent
a variable or its negation.
Let us now seeby exampleshow thesetransformationswork.
First example:.NNCpp.
by I;
NNCPP
- CNNNCPPq
CNNNCPPq CNCPPq
,, II;
CNCppq
CpCNpq
,, III.
NNCpp is thus reduced to the expression CpCNpq with the
variable p in the antecedent. CpCNpq is an elementary
cxpression.
Second example: CCCpqpp.
by I;
CCCPqPP - CNCCCPqPPT
CNCCCpqppT CCCpqpCNpr ,, III;
CCCpqpCNpr- CNCpqCNpr, CpCNpr by IV;
CpCNqCNpr by III.
CNCpqCNpr
CCCpqppis thus reduced to two expressions:CpCNqCNpr and
CpCNp4 both with the variable 1 in the antecedent; both are
clementary expressions.
Third example: CCCpqqCCqpp.
I;
CCCpqqCCqpp
CNCCCPqqCCqPPTby
III;
CNCCCpqqCCqppr CCCpqqCNCCqppr
,,
CCCp qqCNC Cqp.pr CNC! QCNC Cqppr, CqCNC Cqppr by IV;
CNCpqCNCCqppr CpCNqCNCCqpprby III.
CCCpqqCCqpp
is reduced to two expressionsCPCNqCNCCqppT
md CqCNCCqppr,
both with a variable in the first antecedent.
Ncither of them, however,is elementary,sincethe first has the
t'ompound expressionNCCqppas its third antecedentand the
I
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second has tlre same compound expressionas its second antecedent.
As we can see from this last example, our task is not yet
finished. By transformations I-IV we obtain implications with
a variable in the first antecedent, and also expressionsof the
form:
Co,lCurCus...Can-1un,

in fact, NCpNq means the same as Kpq, and Srz and Sr3 are
other forms of the laws of importation and exportation respectively. Now CJfCaNpy,like CKapy, has only one antecedent,
whereasthe equivalent expressionCuCByhas two antecedents.
I{, therefore, a compound expressionoccurs in the fourth place,
as E.in CuCpCyCDe,
we can move it to the third place, applying
VII and then VI:

but not all antecedentsof this form, apart from ar, need be
simple expressions.fn order to get rid of such compound antecedentswe need three further transformations:
Y. CaCPY
CPCIY
with respect to Sro,
Yl. CaCpCyS, CICyCPD
SI I,
,,
,,
Slz and Sr3.
YII. CaCBy
CNC"NFy
,,
,,
The respectivethesesare: for transformation V:
Src. CCpCqrCqCpr;

CuCpCyCDe - CNC"l,tpCyC6eby VII;
CNCuNpCyCbe CNCINBC\CyI ,, YI.
From this last expressionwe get by the converseapplication of
VII the formula:

for transformationVI:
Str. CCpCqCrsCpCrCqs;
for transformation VII :
Srz. CCpCqrCNCpNqr
Sry. CCNCpN.grCpCqr.
By Sro we can move a compound antecedentfrom the second
place to the first, and by Sr l from the third place to the
second. Applying these transformations to the expressions
CpCNqCNCCqpprand CqCNCCqpprof our third example we get:
(a) CpCNqCNCCqppr CICNCCqp?CNqiby YI;
CpCNCCqppCNqr CNCCqppCpCNqr ,, Y;
CNCCqppCpCNqr CCqpCNpCpCNqr ,, lll;
CCqpCNpCpCNqr CNqCNpCpCNqr, CpCNpCpCNqr by
IV.
(p) CqCNCCqppr CNCCqllCqr by Y;
CNCCqppCqr CCq?CNPCqr ,, lll;
CCqpCNpCqr CNqCNpCqr,CpCNpCqrby lY.
is thus reduced to four elementary expressions:
CCCpqqGCqpp
CN qCNpCpCN qr, CpCNpCpCN qr, CN qCNpCqr, and CpCNpCqr.
Transformation VII is usedin all thosecaseswhere the compound antecedentoccurs in the fourth place or farther. This
transformationallows us to reduce the number of antecedents;

CuCpC\Cyeby VII.
It is now easy to bring E to the first place by VI and V:
CNCdNpC\Cye

by VI,
CaCBCtCye CuCECpCye
CaCDCpCye C\CuCpCy€ ,, V.
Applying transformation VII repeatedly in both directions we
can move any antecedentfrom the zth place to the first, and
transform it, if it is compound, by II, III, and IV into a simple
expression.
The proof of theorem (TB) is thus completed. It is now easy
to show that this theorem entails the proof of decisionfor the
C-,Iy'-systemof the theory of deduction. If all the elementary
expressionsto which a given explessioncrhas been reduced are
true, i.e. if they have among their antecedentstwo expressions
of the typel and Np, then a is a thesisand must be asserted.On
the other hand, if among the elementaryexpressions
to which cr
has been reduced there exists at least one expressionsuch that
no two antecedentsin it are of the type p and Np, then c must
be rejected. In the first case we can prove a by means of the
thesesSr-S13, in the secondwe can disproveit, adding to the
lbovc thcsestwo new ones:
5r4.. CpCCpqq
St5. NNCpp,
and the axiom of rejection:
rSr6. p.
Two exampleswill clarify this.
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First example: Proof of the thesisCpCCpqq.
This thesismust first be reduced to elementaryexpressions.
This is done by the following analysis(L):
CpCCpqq
CNCpCCpqqr by I;
CNCpCCpqqr CpCNCClqqr ,, III;
CpCNCCpqqr CNCCpqqCpr ,, V;
CNCCpqqCpr CCpqCNqCpr ,, III;
CCpqCNqCpr CNpCNqCpr,CqCNqCprby IV.
The elementary expressionsto which CpCCpqqis reduced are
CNpCNqCprand CqCNqCpr.Both,like all expressionsto which
transformation I has been applied, have as their last term a
variable not occurring in the antecedents.Such expressions
can
be true only on condition that they have two antecedentsof the
type p and Np, and any expressionof this kind can be reduced
by transformationsV, VI, or VII to a substitution of Sr from
which the proof of a thesis must always begin. Here are the
required deductions:
*. qlCNqrxQ)
(r) CpCNpCNqr
Sro. qlNp, rlCNqrx C(r)-(z)
(z) CNpCpCNqr
Srr. plNp, qlp, rlNq, slrxC(z)-(g)

(s) CNgCNqCpr
St. !lq, qlCprx(a)
@) CqCNqCpr.
Havinggot in (3) and (4) the sameelementary
expressions
as
we reachedat the end of our analysis(L), we now proceedfrom
them to their equivalents on the left, by applying theseson
which the successive
transformationswere based.Thus, step by
step,we get our original thesisby meansof Sg, 56, Sro, and Sa:

Ss.rICNqCpr
x C(3)-C(a)-(5)
6) CCpqCNqCpr
56.pICpq,rICprxc(s)-(0)

(6) CNCCpqqCpr
Sro.plNCCpqq,
qlpx C(6)-(7)
CpCNCCpqqr
0)
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s6. qlCCpqq
x C(7)-(B)
(B) CNCpCCpqqr

(B)rlcpccpqqx(s)
$) CNCpCCpqqCpCCpqq
Sz. p I CpCCpqq
x C(s)-(r o)
(ro) CpCCpqq.
Upon this model we can prove any thesiswe want.
Secondexample: Disproof of the expressionCCNlqq.
We first reduce this expressionto elementaryexpressions
on
the basisof the following analysis:
CCNlqq
CNCCNPqqrbyI;
CNCCNPqqT CCNpqCNqr ,, III1'
CCNpqCNqr CNNpCNqr, CqCNqr by IV;
CNNPCNqT CpCNqr
by II.
The expressionCCNpqqis thus reduced to two elementaryexpressions,CqCNqr and CpCNqr.The first of theseis a thesis,but
the secondis not true, for it has no two antecedentsof the type
p and Np. The expressionCCNpqqrherefore, which leads to this
not-true consequence,must be rejected.We begin the disproof
from the top, successively
applying accordingto the given transformationsthe thesesSl, 55, 57, and 53:
Sr. plCCNpII, Ilr x (r r)
(tr) CCCNpqqCNCCNpqqr

55.plcNpqx (rz)
(r z) CCNCCNpqqrCCNpqCNqr
Sl.plNp, rlCNqrx (rS)
( t c) CCCNqqCNqTCNNpCNqT
Sg. qlCNqrx (r+)
(r a) C;CNNpCNqrCpCNqr.
Now wt: must disprovethe expressionCpCNqr;we need for this
l)lrlposcthc ncw thesesSr4 and Sl5 and the axiom of rejection.
S r a. 1tI NNCpp, qlp xCS r 5-( r5)
(rs) (;t:NN(:1t1t1tp
(rr,);<(,'(*r6)-*5t6
(* r{t) t:NNCppp
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qICNNCppp
Sra.pICpCNpq,
x CSr-( r 7)
(r 7) cccpcNpqcNNcpppcMMcppp
( t Z )x C (*rB )-(*r6 )
(*fi) ccpcNpqcNMcppp
(+rB)x (r'ril plcpcNpq,qlNCpp,
rlp
(*ry) CpCNqr
cannow successively
rejectits anteHaving rejectedCpCNqrrwe
cedentstill we reachthe original expressionCCNpqq.
( t+)x C(*zo)-(*r9)
(*zo) CNNpCNqT
( r g)x C(*zr)-(*zo)
(*zr) CCNpqCNqr
( r z) xC(*zz)-(*zr)
(*zz) CNCCNpqqr
( r r ) x C(*z$-(*zz)
(*n) CCNpqq
In this way you can disproveany not-true expressionof the
All thesedeductionscouldhavebeenmadeshorter,
C-"lf-system.
but I wasanxiousto show the methodimplied in the proof of
decision.This method enablesus to decideeffectively,on the
basisof only fifteenfundamentaltheses,
Sl-S15,and the axiom
of rejection,whethera givensignificantexpression
of the C-"ltfor rejected.As all the otherfunctors
systemshouldbe asserted
of the tlieory of deductionmay be definedby C and "l{, all
of the theoryof deductionare decidable
significantexpressions
on an axiomatic basis. A system of axioms from which the
fifteen fundamental thesescan be drawn is complete in this
ofthe systemcan be deducedin
sense,that all true expressions
it. Of this kind is the systemof three axioms set out in section
23, and also the systemof those three axioms on which transformation IV is based,,'viz. CCCpqrCNpr, CCCpqrCqr, and,
CCNprCCqrCCpqr.
The proof of theorem (TA), accordirig to which every significant expression of the Aristotelian logic can be reduced to
elementary expressions,is implicitly contained in the proof of
the analogous theorem for the theory of deduction. If we take
instead.of the Greek letters used in our transformations I-VII
(except the final variable in transformation I) propositional
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expressionsof the Aristotelian logic, we can apply those transformations to them in the same way as to expressionsof the
theory of deduction. This can easily be seenin the example of
CCNAabAbaIab.Weget:
CCNAabAbaIa$ nCNCCNAabAbaIabpbyI;
CNCCNAabAbaIabp CCNAabAbaCNIabp,, III;
CAbaCNIabPby IV;
CCNAabAbaCNIabp- CI,TNAabCNIahP,
by II.
CAabcNIabF
cNNAabCNIabp
and,Eab instead of
Oab,
write
Instead of NAab we can always
convenient to
be
more
it
will
NIab.In whatfollows, however,
employ forms with "lf.
Both elementary expressions,CAabCNIabpand CAbaCNIabp'
to which CCNAabAbaIabhas been reduced, have a propositional variable as their last term. This variable is introduced by
transformation I. We can get rid of it by the following deductively equivalent transformations where z is a propositional
variable not occurring in either a or B:
with respectto Sr7 and Sr8,
YIII..CuCfur - CqNp
lX. CuCNBn C"P
,, ,, Srg and Szo.

Thesesfor transformationVIII:
S'7. CCpCqNqCpNq
SrB. CCpNqCPCqr.
Thesesfor transformationIX:
Srs. CCpCNqqCpq
Szo. CCpqCpCNqr.

',
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transformation VIII or IX. Take, for instance, the following
example:
CNIabCAcbCAdcCladp
CNCNIabNAcbCAdcCladp
by VII;
CNCNIabNAcbCAtuCIadp
CNCNCNIabNAcbNAdcCIadp
by VII;
CNCNCN labNAcbNAdcCladp
CNCNCN labNAcbNAdcNI ad
by VIII;
CNCNCNIabNAcbNAdcNIad
- CNCNIabNAcbCAdcNIad
by VII;
CNCNIabNAcbCAdcNIad
-CNIabCAcbCAdcNIad,,VII.
Theorem (TA) is now fully proved; we can proceed therefore
to our main subject, the proof of decision of the Aristotelian
syllogistic.
of the syllogistic
$ gg. Elementaryexpressions
According to theorem (TA), every significant expressionof
the Aristotelian syllogistic can be reduced in a deductively equivalent way to a set of elementary expressions,i.e. expressions
of the form
Cu1Cc'2Co,s...Can-ru*
where all the c's are simple expressionsof the syllogistic,i.e.
expressions of the type Aab, Iab, Eab or NIab, and Oab or

proofs of rejection of the other expressions:
*rooX *6r. clb
*too. Iab
rr
B X C* ror-* roo
*rot. Aab
IY. pl Aaa, qI lab x Ct-roz
toz. CNAaaIab
r02 XC*ro3-tloo
*ro3. NAaa

(8. CAabIab)

(Iv. CpcNpq)
(:

oaa)
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tro3 x *to4. bla
*rc4. NAab
(: Oab)
lY. pllan, qllabxCz-rc5
rc5. CNIaaIab
ro5 x C*106-*too
*rc6. NIaa
(: Eaa)
*ro6 x *ro7. bla
*rc7. NIab
( : Eab) .
Turning now tocompound elementary exPressionsI shall successivelyinvestigate all the possible cases,omitting the formal
proofs where it is possible,and giving only hints how they could
be done. Six caseshave to be investigated.
First case:The consequent cr' is negative, and all the antecedentsare affirmative. Such expressionsare rejected.
Proof: By identifying all the variables occurring in the expressionwith a, all the antecedentsbecometrue, being laws of
identity Aaa or laa, and the consequent becomesfalse. We see
that for the solution ofthis casethe laws of identity are essential.
Sccondcase:The consequent is negative, and only one of the
antecedentsis negative. This case may be reduced to the case
with only affirmative elements, and such cases,as we shall see
later, are always decidable.
Proof: Expressionsof the form CuCNpNy are deductively
equivalent to expressionsof the form CaCyBwith respect to the
thesesCCpCNrNqCpCqrand CCpAqrCPCNrNq.This is true not
only for one affirmative antecedbntc, but for any number of
them.
Third case:The consequent is negative, and more than one
antecedent is negative. Expressionsof this kind can be reduced
to simpler expressions,and eventually to the second case. The
solution of this caserequiresSlupecki'srule of rejection.
Proof: Let us supposethat the original expressionis of the
form CNaCNBCy...Np. This supposition can always be made,
as any antecedentmay be moved to any place whatever. We
reduce this expressionto two simpler expressionsCNaCy..,Np
ancl L'NBCy...,lfp,omitting the second or the first antecedent
respectivcly. If these expressionshave more negative antecedents than one we repeat the same procedure till we get
formulac with only one negative antecedent.As such formulae
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according to the second case are deductively equivalent to
decidable affirmative expressions,they are always either asserted
or rejected. If only one of them is asserted,the original expression must be assertedtoo, for by the law ofsimplification we can
add to this assertedformula all the other negative antecedents
which were previously omitted. I{, however, all the formulae
with one negative antecedentare rejected, we gather from them
by repeated application of Slupecki's rule of rejection that the
original expression must be rejected. Two examples will explain the matter thoroughly.
First example : CNAabCNAbcCNIbdCIbcNAcd,
a thesis.
We reduce this expressionto (r) and (z):
(r) CJtAabCNIbdCIbcNAcd, (z) CNAbcCNIbdCIbcNAcd.
In the sameway we reduce(r) to (3) and (4):
(g) CNAabCIbcNAcd,
@) CNIbdCIbcNAcd,
and (z) to (5) and (6):
$) CNAbcCIbcNAcd,

(6) CNIbdCIbcNAcd.

Now the last expressionis a thesis; it is the mood Ferison of the
third figure. Putting in CpCqp(6) forp, and,NAbc for g, we get
(z), and applying CpCqponce more by putting (z) for p, and
NAab for 4, we reach the original thesis.
Second example: CNAabCNAbcCNIcdCIbdNAad,
not a thesis.
We reduce,this expressionas in the foregoing example:
Q) CNAabCNIcdCIbdNAad, (z) CNAbcCNIcdCIbdNAad;
then wereduce (r) to (3) and (4), and (z) to (5) and (6):
(g) CNAabCIbdNAad,
Q) CNIcdCIbdNAad,
(6) CNhdCIbdNAad.
$) CNAbcCIbdNAad,
None of the above formulae with one negative antecedent is
a thesis, as can be proved by reducing them to the case with
orily affirmative elements. Expressions(3), (+), (S), and (6)
are rejected. Applying the rule of Slupecki, we gather from the
rejected expressions(5) and (6) that (z) must be rejected,and
from the rejected expressions(3) and (4) that (r) must be
rejected. But if (r) and (z) are rejected, then the original
expressionmust be rejected too:
Fourthcase:The consequentis affirmative, and some (or all)
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antecedents are negative. This case can be reduced to the
third.
Proof: Expressions of the form CaCNBy are deductively equivalent to expressions of the form CuCNpCNyNAaa
on the ground of the theses CCpCNqrCpCNqCNrNAaaand,
CCpCNqCNrNAaaCpCNqr,as NAaa is always false.
All the caseswith negative elementsare thus exhausted.
Fifth case:All the antecedentsare affirmative, and the consequent is a univenal affirmative proposition. Several sub-cases
have to be distinguished.
(a) The consequentis Aaa; this expressionis asserted,for its
consequentis true.
(D) The consequent is Aab, and,Aab is also one of the antecedents.The expressionis of course asserted
In what follows it is supposed that Aab does not occur as
antecedent.
(c) The consequentis Aab, but no antecedentis of the type
Aaf with;f different from a (and from D, of course). Such
expressionsare rejected.
Proof: By identifying all variables different from a and 6 with
6, we can only get the following antecedents:
Aaa, Aba, Abb, Iaa, Iab, Iba, Ibb.
(We cannot get Aab, for no anteqedentis of the type Aaf, f
being different from a.) PremissesAaa, Abb, Iaa, Ibb can be
omitted as true. (If there are no other premisses,the expression
is rejected, as in the first case.) If there is lDa besideslab, oneof
them may be omitted, as they are equivalent to each other. If
there is Aba, both lab and Iba may be omitted, as Aba implies
them both. After thesereductions only Aba or lab can remain as
antecedents.Now it can be shown that both implications,
CAbaAab

and

ClabAab,

are rejectedon the ground of our axiom of rejection:
X. plAcb,qlAba,rllac,slAabxCzT-roB
to9. CCAabAbaCKAcbAabIac(X. CCKpqrCCsqCKpsr;
roBx C* rog-*59
*tog. CAabAba
*ro9x *rrc. bla, alb
*rto. CAbaAab.

27. CKAcbAbalac)
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If CAbaAabis rejected, then CIabAaDmust be rejected too, for
Iab is a weaker premissthan Aba.
(d) The consequentis Aab, and there are antecedentsof the
type Aaf with;f different from a. If there is a chain leading from
ato b, the expressionis assertedon the ground of axiom 3, the
mood Barbara; if there is no such chain, the expressionis
rejected.
Proof: By a chain leading from a to 6 I understandan ordered
seriesof universal affirmative premisses:
Aacr,AcLcz,..., Acn-rcn,Acnb,
where the first term of the serieshas a as its first argument, the
last term D as its secondargument, and the secondargument of
every other term is identical with the first argument of its successor.It is evident that from a seriesof such expressionsAab
resultsby fepeatedapplication of the mood Barbara. If, therefore, there is a chain leading from a to D, the expressionis
asserted;if there is no such chain, we can get rid of antecedents
of the type Aaf, identifying their secondargumqnt with a..The
expressionis reduced in this way to the sub-case(c), which was
rejected.
Sixthcase:All the antecedentsare affirmative, and the consequent is a particulai affirmative proposition.Here also we have
to distinguishseveralsub-cases.
(a) The consequentis laa; the expressionis asserted,for its
consequentis frue.
(6) The consequentis lab, and as antecedentoccurs either
Aab, or Aba, or lab, or lba; it is obvious that in all thesecases
the expressionmust be asserted.
In what followsit is supposedthat none of the above four premissesoccursas antecedent.
(c) The consequentis lab, and no antecedentis of the type
A"fa,f different from a, or of the type Agb,g different from D.The
expressionis rejected.
Proof: We identify all variables different ftom a and D with
c; then we get, besidestrue premissesof the type Accor lcc, only
the following antecedents
:
Aac, Abc,Iac, Ibc.
Aac implies lac, and lDc implies lbc. The strongestcombination
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of premisses is therefore Aac and Abc. From this combination,
however, Iab does not result, as the formula
CAacCAbcIab
is equivalent to our axiom of rejection.
(d) The consequent is lab, and among the antecedents there
are expressions of the type Afa (f ditrerent from a), but not of
the type Aeb (S different from 6). If there is Abe or lbe (Ieb), and.
a chain leading from e to c:
(a) Abe; Aeer,Aerer,..., Aena,
(p) Ibe; Aeer, Aerer, ..., Aena,
we get from (c) Abe and Aea, and therefore lab by the mood
Bramantip, and from (p) Ibe and Aea, and therefore lab by the
mood Dimaris. In both casesthe expression is asserted. If, however, the conditions (c) and (p) are not fulfilled, we can get rid
of antecedents of the type Afa by identifying their first arguments with a, and the expression must be rejected according to
sub-case (c).
(e) The consequent is lab, and among the antecedentsthere are
expressionsofthe type lgb (g different from D), but not of the type
Afa (f different from a) . This case can be reduced to sub-case (d),
as a and D are symmetrical with respect to the consequent lab.
(/) The consequent is lab, and among the antecedents there
are expressions of the type AJa (f ditrerent from a), and expressions of the type Agb (g different from, D). We may suppose that
the conditions (cr) and (p) are not fulfilled for A,fa, or the analogous conditions for lgD either; otherwise, as we already know,
the original expression would be asserted. Now, if there is Aca
and a chain Leading from c to b:
(y) Aca; Accr, Acrcr, ..., Acnb,
or Adb and a chain leading from d to a:
(6) Adb; Ad\, AdJz, ..., Adna,
we get from (7) Aca and Acb, from (6) Adb and Ada, and therefore in both caseslab by the mood Darapti. Further, if there is
an antecedent lcd (or ldc) and two chains, one leading from c
to a, and another from d to D:
Accr, Acrcr, ..., Acr,a,
,.,
\-) llcd; Addb Adiz, ..., Adnb,
\Icd;
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we get by the first chain the premiss Aca, by the second chain
the premissAdb, and both premissesyield together with .Icdthe
conclusion Iab on the basis of the polysyllogism:
CIcdCAcaCAdblab.
We prove the polysyllogism by deducing ladfrom Icd and Acaby
the mood Disamis, and then lab from lad and Adb by the mood
Darii. In all thesecasesthe original expressionmust be asserted.
I{, however,none of the conditions (7), (E),or (e) is satisfied,we
can get rid of expressionsof the type Afa and'Agb by identifying
their first arguments with a or with 6 respectively,and the
original expressionmust be rejected according to sub-case(c).
.All possiblecasesare now exhausted,and it is proved that every
significant expression of the Aristotelian syllogistic is either
assertedor rejected on the basis of our axioms and rules of
inference.
of thes2llogistic
E g+. An arithmcticalinterpretation
In r679 Leibniz discoveredan arithmetical interpretation of
the Aristotelian syllogistic which deservesour attention from the
historical as well as from the systematicpoint of view.r It is an
isomorphic interpretation. Leibniz did not know that the Aristotelian syllogisticcould be axiomatized,and he knew nothing
about rejection and its rules. He only testedsomelaws of conversion and somesyllogisticmoods in order to be sure that his
interpref;ation was not wrong. It seems,therefore, to be a mere
coincidencethat his interpretation satisfiesour assertedaxioms
r-4, the axiom of rejection *59, and the rule of Slupecki.In any
caseit is strange that his philosophic intuitions, which guided
him in his research,yielded such a sound result.
' Leibniz's arithmetical interpretation is basedon a correlation
of variables of the syllogistic with ordered pairs .of natural
ntrmbers prime to each other. To the variable a, for instance,
correspondtwo numbeni, say a, and ar, prime to each other; to
the variable D correspond two other numbers, say b, and br,
alsoprime to eachother. The premissAab is true when and only
when a, is divisible by Dr,and a, is divisibleby br.Ifone of these
conditions is not satisfied, Aab is false, and therefore NAab is
t SeeL.Couturat, Opuscuhsetfragnmtsinld;tsdeltibniz,Patis (tgog),pp.77s.q.
Cf, also J, Lukasiewicz, 'O sylogistyce Arystotelesa' (On Aristotle's Syllogistic),
do Cracoab,xliv, No' 6 (t939)' p. ceo.
Comltcs Rendusdo l'Acad. dcs Scitttr,cs
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true. The premiss lab is ftue when and only when a, is prime
to 6r, and a, is prime to 6r. If one of these conditions is not
satisfied, Iab is false, and therefore NIab is true.
It can easilybe seenthat our assertedaxioms I-4 are verified.
Axiom r, Aaa, is verified, for every number is divisible by itself,
Axiom 2, Iaa, is verified, for it is supposedthat the two numbers
corresponding to a, a, and a2, are prime to each other. Axiom 3,
the mood Barbara CKAbcAabAac,is also verified, since the relation of divisibility is transitive. Axiom 4, the mood Datisi
CKAbcIbaIac,is verified too; for if Dt is divisible by cr, b, is
divisible by cr, b, is prime to ar, and 6, is prime to dr, then at
must be prime to cr, and ds must be prime to cr. For if ay and c,
had a common factor greater than r, a, and 6, would also have
the samecommon factor, since 6, contains cs. But this is against
the suppositionthat a, is prime to br.ln the sameway we prove
that a, must be prime to ar.
It is also easyto show that the axiom *59 CKAcbAabIacmust
be rejected.Take as examplesthe following numbers:
4t:

15, br:

az:

14,bz: 7, cz :

3 , c1 :

I2 e

35.

lcD is true, for c, is divisible by D, and c, is divisible by br; Aab
is also true, for a, is divisible by Dt and a2is divisible by Dr; but
the conclusion Iac is not true, for a1 and cz are not prime to
each other.
The verification of Slupecki'd rule of rejection is more complicated. I shall explain the matter with the help of an example.
Let us take as the rejected expressions,
(* r) CNAabCNIcdCIb dNAad and (* z) CNIbcCNh dCIbdNAad.
From them'we get, by the rule of Slupecki,
*CNuy, *CNFy --- *CNuCNpy,
a third rejected expression,
(* g) CNAabCN IbcCN IcdCI bdNAad.
Expression(r ) is disproved,for instanceby the following set of
numbers:
| ^\ IaL: 4, br: 7, cr: 3, dt: 4,
"' lar : 9, bz: 5, cz : 8, dz: 3.
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It can easilybe proved that accordingto this interpretation Aab
is false (since 4 is not divisible by 7), and therefore NAab is
true; Icd is false (sincer, is not prime to d1),and therefore NIcd
is true; Ibd is vue (for both pairs of numbers, D, and d2,brand
dr, are prime to each other) ; but NAad is 'false,becauseAad is
true (a, being divisible by dr, and arby dr). All the antecedents
are true, the consequentis false; therefore expression(r ) is
disproved.
The same set of numbers does not disprove expression(e),
because1Dcis true (as both pairs of numbers,D, and cr, and b,
and cr, are prime to each other), and therefore NIbc is false.
But if the antecedentof an implication is false,the implication
is true. In order to disproveexpression(z) we must take another
set of numbers, for instancethe following:
,.r, Ior: 9, br: 3, cr: B, dr:
: 2, bz: 2t cz- 5, dr:
'" lo,

3,
2.

According to this interpretation all the antecedentsof expression (z) are true, and the consequentis false; the expression
is thereforedisproved.But this secondset of numbers doesnot
disprove expression(r), becauseAab is true, and therefore
NAab is false,and a false antecedentyields a true implication.
Neither, therefore,of the sets (4) and (5) disprovesexpression
(3), which containsNAab as well as NIbc.
There, is a general method that enables us to disprove
expression(3) when expressions(r) and (z) are disproved.r
First, we write down all the prime numbers which make up
thesetsof numbersdisproving(r) and (z). We get for (r) the
series2, 3, 5, and 7, und for (zJ the seriesz, 3, und 5. Secondly,
we replace the numbers of the second seriesby new primes,
all different from the primes of the first series,for instance:
z by rI, 3 by 13, and 5 by 17.We get thus a new set of
numbers:
(6\ [a r t-'
to , :

13 . 13 , Sr :
II,
bz :

13, c t :
tt, cz:

I L I'L rI, dL :
t 7,
dr:

13,
,r.

This set also disproves(z), sincethe relationsof divisibility and
primenessremain the sameasthey were beforethe replacement.
! This method was discovered by Slupecki, op. cit., pp. z8-3o.
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Thirdly, we multiply the numbers of correspondingvariables
occurring in the sets(4) and (6). We thus get a new set:
7.I3rcr: 3.Ir. II .rIrd!: 4.13,
frl [ar: 4. I3.13, \:
bz:5,rr)c2-8.17,
dr:!.tr.r
"' lor:9.rr,
This set disproves(3). For it is evident, first, that if to the premissAef or lef there correspondsthe set of numbers
0r, ezr.fr,.fz, e1prime to errfl prime toJ,
and there is another set of numbers
ti., ei,fi.,-fi,

e{ prime to ei,fi prime to;fj,

all of them composed of different primes from the numbers of
the first set, then the product of e1 and ei, i.e. er.ei, must be
prime to the product of e, and e'r,i.e. er.ei, andfr.r( prime to
fr.fi. Secondly, if Aef is verified by the first set, i.e. if e, is
divisible byfi, and erby.fz, and the sameis true of the second
set, so that ei is divisible by fi, and eiby
then er.ei must be
-fi,
and er.eLby .fr.fl. Again, if Ief is verified by
divisible by
"fr."fi,,
the first set, i.e. e, is prime to fr, and e, is prime tofi, and the
same is true of the second set, so that ci is prime tofi, and,ei
is prime tofi, then er.ei must be prime to
er.e'2prime
-fr..f;and
to A.-f;, since all the numbers of the secondset are prime to
the numbersof the first set. On'the contrary, if only one of the
conditions for divisibility or primeness is not satisfied, the respectivepremissesmust be false. It can be seenin our example
that Aad and lcd are verified by (l), for they are verified by (+)
and (6), and lbc is disprovedboth by (4) and (6), and therefore
also by (7). Aab is disproved only by (a) (but this sufficesto
disprove it by (7)), and lbc is disproved only by (6) (but this
also sufficesto disprove it by (7)). This procedure may be
applied to any caseof the kind, and thereforeSlupecki'srule is
verified by the Leibnizian interpretation.
Leibniz once said that scientific and philosophic controversiescould alwaysbe settledby a calculus.It seemsto me that
his famous 'calculemus' is connected with the above arithmetical interpretation of the syllogistic rather than with his
ideason mathematical logic.
' If there is a variable occurring in one of the disproved exprcssions but not in
the other, we simply take its corresponding numbers after eventual replacement'
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$ 95. Conclusion
The results we have reached on the basisof an historical and
systematic investigation of the Aristotelian syllogistic are at
more than one point different from the usual presentation.
Aristotle's logic was not only misrepresentedby logicians who
came from philosophy, since they wrongly identified it with the
traditional syllogistic, but also by logicians who came from
mathematics. In text-books of mathematical logic one can read
again and again that the law ofconversion of the l-premiss and
some syllogistical moods derived by this law, like Darapti or
Felapton, are wrong. This criticism is based on the mistaken
notion that the Aristotelian universal affirmative premiss 'All a
is 6' means the same as the quantified implication 'For all c, if c
is a, then c is D',where c is a singularterm, and that the particular
affirmative premiss'Somea is D' meansthe sameas the quantified conjunction 'For some ,, c is a and.c is b', where c is a-gaina
singular term. If one accepts such an interpretation, one can
say of course that the law CAabIbais wrong, becausea may be
an empty term, so that no c is a, and the above quantified
implication becomestrue (for its antecedent is false), and the
, above quantified conjunction becomesfalse (for one of its factors
is false). But all this is an imprecise misunder3tandingof the
Aristotelian logic. There is no passagein the Anal2ticsthat would
justi$' sgch an interpretation. Aristotle does not introduce into
his logic singular or empty terms or quantifiers. He applies his
logic only to universal terms, like'man' or'animal'. And even
these terms belong only to the application of the system,not to
the system itself, In the system we have only expressionswith
variable arguments, like Aab or lab, and their negations, and
two of these expressionsare primitive terms and cannot be
defined; they have only thosepropertiesthat are stated by the
axioms. For the same r€,asonsuch a controversy as whether
the Aristotelian syllogistic is a theory of classesor not is in my
opinion futile. The syllogistic of Aristotle is a theory neither of
classesnor of predicates; it exists apart from other deductive
systems,having its own axiomatic and its own problems.
I have tried to set forth this systemfree from foreign elements.
I do not introduce into it singular, empty, or negativeterms, as
Aristotle has not introduced them. I do not introduce quanti-
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fiers either; I have only tried to explain some ideas of Aristotle
by the help of quantifiers. In formal proofs I employ thesesof
the theory of deduction, sinceAristotle usesthem intuitively in
his prooft, and I employ rejection, because Aristotle himself
rejects some formulae and even states a rule of rejection.
Wherever in Aristotle's exposition there was something not
completely correct, I have been anxious to correct the flaws of
his exposition, e.g. some unsatisfactory proofs by reductioper
impossibile,or the rejection through concrete terms. It has been
my intention to build up the original systemof the Aristotelian
syllogistic on the lines laid down by the author himselfi,and in
accordancewith the requirements of modern formal logic. The
crown of the systemis the solution of the problem of decision,
and that was mpde possibleby Slupecki's rule of rejection, not
kfiown to Aristotle or to any other logician.
The syllogistic of Aristotle is a systemthe exactnessof which
surpasseseven the exactnessof a mathematical theory, and this
is its everlastingmerit. But it is a narrow systemand cannot be
applied to all kinds of reasoning,for instanceto mathematical
arguments. Perhaps Aristotle himself felt that his system was
not fitted for every purpose, for he added later to the theory of
assertoricsyllogismsa theory of modal syllogisms.rThis was
of coursean extensionof logic, but probably not in the right
direction. The logic of the Stoics, the inventors of the ancient
form of the propositional calculus, was much more important
than all the syllogisms of Aristotle. We realize today that the
theory of deduction and the theory of quantifiers are the most
fundamental branches of logic.
Aristotle is not responsible for the fact that for many centuries his syllogistic,or rather a corrupt form ofhis syllogistic,
was the sole logic known to philosophers. He is not responsible
either for the fact that the influence of his logic on philosophy
was, as it seemsto me, disastrous.At the bottom of this disastrous influence there lies, in my opinion, the prejudice that
cvcry proposition has a subject and,a predicate, like the premissesof Aristotelian logic. This prejudice, together with the
is the basis
criterion of truth known as adaequatio
rei et intelleetzs,
I I take it that the theory of modal syllogisms expounded by Aristotle in Chapters
8-zr of Book I of the Prior Anal2tics was inserted later, since Chapter e3 is obviously
an immcdiatc continuation of Chapter 7.
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of somefamous but fantastic philosophicalspeculations.Kant
divided all propositions (he calls them Judgements') into analytic and synthetic according to the relation of the predicate of a
proposition to its subject. His Critiqueof PureReasonis chiefly an
attempt to explain the problem how true synthetic a priori
propo5itions are possible. Now some Peripatetics, for instance
Alexander, were apparently already aware that there exists
a large class of propositions having no subject and no predicate, such as implications, disjunctions, conjunctions, and so
on.r All thesemay be called functorial propositions, since in all
of them there occursa propositionalfunctor, like 'if-then', 'or',
'and'. Thesefunctorial propositionsare the main stock of every
scientific theory, and to them neither Kant's distinction of analytic and synthetic judgements nor the usual criterion of truth
is applicable, for propositions without a subject or predicate
cannot be immediatbly compared with facts. Kant's problem
loses its importance and must be replaced by a much more
important problem: How are true functorial propositions possible? It seemsto me that here lies the starting-point for a new
philosophy as well as for a new logic.
r In conns<ion with Aristotle's definition of the r,pdraots Alo<ander writes,
tr. 17: €;oi 6i oJror oi, 6pot npord,oeos oitdnls
ri.l,ld rfs ,inlfis rc xai xo)tovpdwls
xatrlyoprxffs' td ydp n xotd. nvos ETew xai td xa06Aou i iv pipet fi ditdptorov i6n
nhqr
fi ydp Jto9enxil oJx dv tQ tt xetd. tvos Aiyeoflat d),\' iv ciroloudig fi pdX71rd
ilqfiis fi rd /e08os 3xer,
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$ 96. Introduction
THnnB are two reasonswhy Aristotle's modal logic is so little
known. The first is due to the author himself: in contrast to the
assertoricsyllogistic which is perfectly clear and nearly free of
errors, Aristotle's modal syllogistic is almost incomprehensible
becauseof its many faults and inconsistencies.He devoted to this
but the
subject some interesting chapters of De Interpretationa,
systemof his modal syllogistic is expounded in Book I, chapters
3 and &-zz of the Prior Anal2tics.Gohlker suggestedthat these
chapters were probably later insertions, because chapter z3
was obviously an immediate continuation of chapter 7. If he is
right, the modal syllogistic was Aristotle's last logical work and
should be regarded as a first version not finally elaborated by the
author. This would explain the faults of the systemas well as the
corrections of Theophrastus and Eudemus, made perhaps in
the light of hints given by the master himself.
The secondreasonis that modern logicianshave not asyet been
able to construct a universally acceptablesystem of modal logic
which would yield a solid basisfor the interpretation and appreciation of Aristotle's work. I have tried to construct such a
system,different from those hitherto known, and built up upon
Aristotle's ideas.2The present monograph on Aristotle's modal
logic is written from the standpoint of this system.
A modal logic of terms presupposesa modal logic of propositions. This was not clearly seenby Aristotle whose modal syllogistic is a logic of terms; neverthelessit is possibleto speakof an
Aristotelian modal logic of propositions, as someof his theorems
are generalenoughto compriseall kinds ofproposition, and some
others are expresslyformulated by him with propositional variables. I shall begin wittr Aristotle's modal logic of propositions,
I Paul Gohlke, Dic Entstzhmg der Aristntzliselun Ingik,Berlin (1936), pp. 8&94.
2
Jan Lukasiewicz, 'A System of Modal I-ogic', TIu Jotanal of ComputingSystctts,
vol. i, St. Paul (1953), pp. rIr-49. Asummaryof this paper appeared under the
same title in the ProccedingsoJ tfu Xhh Intcmational CongressoJ Philosoph2, vol. xiv,
Brussels (tgSg), pp. Be-87. A short description ofthe system is given below in $ 49.
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which is logically and philosophically far more important than
his modal syllogistic of terms.
$ 97. Modalfunctionsand their interrelations
There are four modal terms used by Aristotle i dvayrcaeov' necessary',&6ivarov-' impossible',6uvar 6v-' possible',and dv8ey6y.cvov-'contingent'. This last term is ambiguous: in the De
Interpretatione
it meansthe sameas 6uvar6v,in the Prior Analyticsit
has besidesa more complicated meaning which I shall discuss
later.
According to Aristotle, only propositions are necessary,impossible,possible,or contingent. Instead of saying: 'The proposition "1" is necessary',where "p" is the nameof the proposition
1D,I shall use the expression: 'It is necessarythat p', where p is a
proposition.So, for instance,insteadof saying: 'The proposition
"man is an animal" is necessary',
I shallsay: 'It is necessary
that
man shouldbe an animal.' I shall expressthe other modalitiesin
a similar way. Expressions
like : 'It is necessarythat p', denoted
hereby Lp, or 'It is possiblethatp', denotedby Mp,I call 'modal
functions' ; L and M, which respectivelycorrespondto the words
'it is necessary
that' and 'it is possiblethat', are 'modal functors',
I is their 'argument'. As modal functions are propositions, I say
that L and M are proposition-formingfunctorsofone propositional
argument. Propositionsbeginning with I or their equivalentsare
called,'apodeictic',thosebeginningwith M or their equivalents
'problematic'. Non-modal propositionsare called'assertoric'.
This modern terminology and symbolismwill help us to give.a
clear expositionof Aristotle'spropositionalmodal logic.
Two of the modal terms, 'necessary'and 'possible',and their
interrelations, are of fundamental importance. In the De Interpretatione
Aristotle mistakenly assertsthat possibility implies nonnecessity,i.e. in our terminology:
(a) If it is possiblethatp, it is not neccssar)
thatp.t He later sees
that this cannotbe right, becausehe acceptsthat necessity
implies
possibility,i.e.:
(b) If it is necessary
thatp, it is possiblethatp, and from (D) and
(a) there would follow by the hypothetical syllogism that
I De int. t3,22ar5
rQ piv yd.p }warir
etvat td dv6$6o0at etvat (d.xo\ou0ei),
ixeiva &vrrcrpi$eq
xai i
pi1 dlrjvatov etvat xai rd pi1 dvayxatov eivol.
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(c) IJ it is necessary
thatp, which is abthatp, it is not necessar!
surd.r After a further examination of the problem Aristotle rightly
statesthat
(d) If it ispossiblethatp, it is notnecessaryt
thatnotp,2 but doesnot
This
correct-his former mistake in the text of De Interpretatione.
correction is given in the Prior AnaQticswhere the relation of
possibilityto necessityhas the form of an equivalence:
(c) It is possiblethat p-if and onl2 if-it it not necessarlt
that
notp.t
I gather from this that the other relation, that of necessityto
possibility, which is stated in the De Interpretatione
as an implication,+ fu also meant as an equivalence and should be given the
form:
(n n it necessar)
thatf-if andonfuif-it is notpossiblethat notp.
If we denote the functor 'if and only if ' by Q,,t putting it
before its arguments,and 'not' by "{ we can symbolically express
the relations(e) and (/) thus:
r. qMpNLNp, i.e. Mp-if and onlyif-NLNp,
z. QLpNMNp, i.e. Lp-if andonll if-NMNp.
The above formulae are fundamental to anv svstem of modal
logic.
$ 38. Basic modallogir
Two famous scholasticprinciples of modal logic: Ab oportere
ad
esseualetconsequentia,
were
and Ab essead posseualetconsequentia,
known to Aristotle without being formulated by him explicitly.
The first principle runs in our symbolic notation (C is the sign of
the functor'if-then') :
g. CLpp, i.e. If it is necessary
thatp, thenp.
The secondreads:
I lbid. zzbrr rd p2v ydp dveyxaiov etvat iwotdv el,vat . .. r4 <il)ri p)v tQ ye
}wotdv etvot td oJx d|rivotov etvecd.xoAou9ei,rorhq 62 rd pi dvayxaiov elvet' ,itote
ovppaiver rd dvayxdiov elvot pl dvayxatov elvat,6rcp dtonov.
2 [bid,. zzbzz Aeitetan rolvuv td oix d.vayxaeovp) ctvu &xoAovfleivtQ 6urar6, etvau
3 An. pr. i. 13,
Jndpyew' rci 'orir d}rivatov 6nd.pyeu' xai'oJx
32"25 td'iviiletor
dvdyxq pl [rdp76l', fitot taitd. Eotocfi dxo\ou|o0vrc dll{lor5.
a Dc int. tg,zz"zotQDt pil6warQ pi1etvet xei pj iv}e2qopilq p) elvetrd d.vayxoeov
etvat xei rd dilvorov pi eivet (<iroloudei).
5 I usually denote equivalence by E, but as this letter has already another
meaning in the syllogistic, I have introduced (p. to8) the letter Qfor equivalence.
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4. CpMp, i.e. If p, it is possiblethatp.

*5. CMpp, i.e. If it is possiblethatp, thm p-rejected.
The corresponding formulae for necessityare also stated by
Alexander who saysthat necessityimplies existence,i.e. Clpp,but
not conversely,i.e. CpLp shouldbe rejected.+We get thus another
rejected expression:
*6. CpLp,i.e. If p, it is nccessary
that p-rejected.
Formulae r-6 are acceptedby the traditional logic, and so far
as f know, by all the modern logicians. They are, however, insufficidnt to characterizeMp and Lp as modal functions, because
all the above formulae are satisfiedif we interpret Mp as always
true, i.e. as 'uentmof p', and Lp as alwaysfalse, i.e. as falnn
ofy''. With this interpretation a systembuilt up on the formulae
r-6 would ceaseto be a modal logic. We cannbt therefore assert

*7. M!, i.e. It is possiblethat p-rejected, and
*8. NLp, i.e. It is not necessary
that p-rejected.
Both formulae may be called Aristotelian, as they are consequencesof the presumption admitted by Aristotle that there exist
' 4r. ry. i. 16, 36815 $avepdv6' 6r xoi ro6 tv6€yeo0u pi1 ind.pTeu ylyvetcr ouMoynpds, eine-p xai rcO pl $td.pyeu. - iv6iTeo0at means here th;-.po$ible', not the
'contingent'.
I Alexander zog. z td piv yi,p indp1pv
xai ivieydpcvov ilqlis elmeiv,zd E' e'v6c1tipevov oi rdmus xoi Jndpyov.
3 Asserted enprcssions are marked throughout
the chapten vI-vIII
by arabic
numerals without asterisks.
Alcxander t gz. gi td ydp dvayxatov xoi &rdpyov, oixht 6i t6 Jrd.pyov dvoyxatov.
'
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asserted apodeictic propositions. For, if Ic is asserted, then
LNNa must be assertedtoo, and from the principle of Duns
Scotus CpCNpq we get by substitution and detachment the
assertedformulae CNLup and, CNINNa|. As r' is rejected,
-lVZc
and NLNNa are rejected too, and consequently NLp and NLN4,
i.e. Mp, must be rejected.
I call a system 'basic modal logic' if and only if it satisfies
the formulae r-8. I have shown that basic modal logic can be
axiomatized on the basisof the classicalcalculus of propositions.r
Of the two modal functors, M and L, one may be taken as the
primitive term, and the other can be defined. Taking M as the
primitive term and formula z as the definition of Z, we get
the following independent set of axioms of the basicmodal logic :

4.CpMp *s.CMpp *7. Mp

s. QM|MNN\,

where 9 is deductively equivalent to formula r on the ground of
the definition z and the calculus of propositions.Taking Z as the
primitive term and formula r as the definition of M, we get a
correspondingset of axioms:
*6. CpLp *8. NLp
g.CLpp
rc. QI.1LNNq,
where ro is deductively equivalent to formula e on the ground
of the definition r and the calculus of propositions.The derived
formulae g and ro are indispensableas axioms.
Basic modal logic is the foundation of any system of modal
logic and must always be included in any such system.Formulae
r-B agree with Aristotle's intgitions and are at the roots of our
conceptsof necesity and possibility; but they do not exhaustthe
whole stockof acceptedmodal laws.For instance,we believethat
if a conjunction is possible,each of its factors should be possible,
i.e. in symbols:
rr. CMKpqMp
and
12. CMKpqMq,
and if a conjunction is necessary,each of its factors should be
necessary,
i.e. in symbols:
13. CLKpqLp and
14. CLKpqLq.
None of theseformulae can be deduced from the laws l-8. Basic
modal logic is an incomplete modal system and requires the
addition ofsome new axioms. Let us seehow it wassupplemented
by Aristotle himself.
I See pp. r r4-r7 of my paper on modal logic.
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$ 39. Laws of extercionalit2
Aristotle's most important and-as I seeit-most successful
attempt to go beyondbasicmodal logic consistedin his accepting
certain principleswhich may be called 'laws of extensionalityfor
modal functors'. These principles are to be found in Book I,
and are formulated in three
chapter 15 of the Prior Anal2t'i.cs,
passages.
We read at the beginning of the chapter:
'First it has to be said that if (if cris, p must be), then (if cuis
possible,p must be possibletoo).'t
A few lines further Aristotle saysreferring to his syllogisms:
'If one should denote the premissesby c, and the conclusion
by p, it would not only result that if a is necessary,then p is
necessary,
but also that if a is possible,then p is possible.'z
And at the end of the sectionhe repeats:
'It has been proved that if (if c is, p is), then (if c is possible,
then B is possible).'r
Let us first analysethesemodal laws beginningwith the second
passage,which refersto syllogisms.
All Aristotelian syllogisrrxiare implications of the form CcB
where cr is the conjunction of the two premissesand p the conclusion.Take as examplethe mood Barbara:
ry. CKAbaAcbAca.
aB
According to the secondpassagewe get two modal tfeorems,in
the form of implications taking Cup as the antecedentand CLILB
or CMuMp as the consequent,in symbols:
t7. CCapCMuMp.
16. CC"pCLaLp and
The lettersc and B stand here for the premisses
and the conclusion of an Aristotelian syllogism. As in the final passagethere is
I An. pr. i. r5,
34'5 npdrot 3i )exriov 6tr ei rcA A Swos d,vdyxq rd B elvoq xai
iwatoa 6vtos roa A \uvatdv Eorac xai td B d( dvdyxqs.
2 Ibid,
34822 ei tc |eiq rd piv A rd.s npordoets, rd 6i B rri oupntpoopa, ovpBoivot
6v oJ pdvov d,vayxaiou toA A 6vros dpa xai rd B elvar d.voyxaiov, dMd rci SweroA
3wat6v.
3 lbid.
34a29 6dDerrrcr 6tt ei toA A 6wos td B Eorr, xei iwaroi 6vros toA A Eotat
ri B 6wat6v.
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no referenceto syllogisms,we may treat thesetheoremsas special
casesof general principles which we get by replacing the Greek
lettersby propositionalvariables:
rB. CCpqCLpLq and
rg. CCpqCMpMq.
(laws
of extensionBoth formulaemay be called in a wider sense
ality', the first for I, the second for M. The words 'in a wider
sense'require an explanation.
The general law of extensionality, taken sensustricto, is a
formula of the classicalcalculusof propositionsenlargedby the
introduction of variable functors.and has the form:
zo. CQpqCEpDq.
This meansroughly speaking:Ifp is equivalentto q, then if 6 of
p, 6 of q, where 6 is any proposition-forming functor of one propositional argument, e.g. Jf. Accordingly, the strict laws of
extensionalityfor L and M will have the form:
zz. CfuqCMpMq.
zt. CQpqCLpLq and
Thesetwo formulae have strongerantecedentsthan formulae tB
and r9, and are easilydeduciblefrom them, zr from rB, and zz
from rg, by meansof the thesisCQpqCpqand the principle of the
hypotheticalsyllogism.It can be proved,however,on the ground
of the calculusofpropositionsand the basicmodal logic that converselyrB is deduciblefrom zr, and lg from zz. I give here the
full deduction of the l-formula:'
The premisses:
zg. CCQpqrCpCCpqr
24. CCpqCCqrCpr
25. CCpCqCprCqCpr

3.clpp.
The deduction:

zg. rlClpLqxCzvz6
cpccpqcLpLq
26.
x Cg-Cz6-27
24.pILp, qlp, rlCCpqCLpLq
27. CLpCCpqCLpLq
25.pllp, qlcpq,rlLqxCzT-tB
rB. CCpqCLpLq.
q
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In a similar way rg is deduciblefrom ez by meansof the premisses CCQpqrCNqCCpqr,CCpqCCqrCpr,CCNpCqCrpCqCrp,and,
the transposition CNMpNp of the modal thesis CqMP.
We seefrom the above that, given the calculus of propositions
and basic modal logic, formula rB is deductively equivalent to
the strict law of extensionality 2t, and formula rg to the strict law
ofextensionahtyzz. We are right, therefore,to call thoseformulae
'laws of extensionality in a wider sense'.Logically, of course, it
makes no difference whether we complete the Z-systemof basic
modal logic by the addition ofCCpqCLpLqor by the addition of
CQpqCLpLq; the sameholds for the alternative additions to the
.iVf-system
of CCpqCMpMqor CQpqCMpMq. Intuitively, however,
the differenceis great. Formulae IB and Ig are not so evident as
formulae zr and 22. lf p implies 4 but is not equivalent to it, it is
not always true that if 6 ofp, 5 of q; e.g. CNpNq doesnot follow
from Cpq.But ifp is equivalent to q, then always if 6 ofp, E of q,
i.e. if p is true, g is true, and if p is false, 4 is false; similarly ifp is
necessary,4 is necessary,and ifp is possible,4 is possible.This
seemsto be perfectly evident, unlessmodal functions are regarded
as intensional functions, i.e. as functions whose truth-values do
zol depend solely on the truth-values of their arguments. But
what in this casethe necessaryand the possiblewould mean, is
for me a mystery as yet.
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Alexander assimilatesthis Aristotelian definition ofcontingency to
that of possibility by omitting the words 'which is not necessary'.
He says 'that a B which is impossible cannot follow from an c
which is possible may also be proved from the definition of
possibility: that is possible,the supposedexistenceof which implies nothing impossible'.rThe words 'impossible'and 'nothing'
here require a cautious interpretation. We cannot interpret 'impossible'as 'not possible',becausethe definition would be circular; we must either take 'impossible'asa primitive tenn or, taking
'necessary'as primitive, define the expression 'impossible that
/' by 'necessarythat not p'. I prefer the secondway and shall
discussthe new definition on the ground of the Z-basic modal
logic. The word 'nothing' should be rendered by a universal
quantifier, as otherwise the definition would not be correct. We
get thus the equivalence:
zB. QMpIIqCCpqNLNq.
That means in words: 'It is possiblethat p-if and only if-for
all q, if (ifp, then 4), it is not necessarythat not q.' This equivalence has to be added to the Z-basic modal logic as the definition
of Mp instead of the equivalence r which must now be proved as
a theorem.
The equivalencez8 consistsof two implications:
zs. CMpIIqCCpqNLNq
go. CIIqCCpqNLNqMp.
'iO
From e9 we get by the theorem CIIqCCpqNINqCCpqNLNq and,
the hypothetical syllogism the consequence:
y. CMpCCpqNLNq,

$ 4o. Aristotb's proof of the M-Iaw of extensionalit2
In the last passagequoted above Aristotle says that he has
proved the law of extensionality for possibility. He argues in
substancethus: If cr is possibleand B impossible, then when cr
came to be, B would not come to be, and therefore a would be
without p, which is against the premiss that if c is, p is.' It is
difficult to recast this argument into a logical formula, as the
term 'to come to be' has an ontological rather than a logical
meaning. The comment,'.however,given on this argument by
Alexander deservesa careful examination.
Aristotle definesthe contingent as that which is not necessary.
and the supposedexistenceof which implies nothing.impossible.z

and from 3r there easilyresultsby the substitution qlp, Cpp,commutation and detachment the implication CMPNLN|. The converse implicanon CNWpMp which, when combined with the
original implication, would give the equivalence r, cannot be
proved otherwise than by means of the law of extensionality for
L: CCPqCL1L4.As this proof is rather complicated, I shall give
it in full.

I An,pr.i.I5,g4oSeioJvtip2v6uvatdv,SteDwatdvetvaqylvon'dvrtd6'd}ivarov,
6t' d,6ivorov, oix Ev y6ono, iipt 6' ei td A Dwcriv xoi t6 B ,i6ivotov, 2v6(yon' Ev ri
2 See below, p. r54, n.
A yelo1ar dvev ro0 B, ei 6A yevioilaq xel etvat.
3.

! Alexander
r77. tt ietxvtiotro 6' dv,6tt
€neo|or td B, xai ix roi 8pcopoi to6 }weto0
ori6,iy <iElvczoy oupBaivet 6cd toAto.

pl

otdv re |uvarQ 6mt tQ A d|ivotov
inu,
oi 6note0tnos
elvot
. . .iwordv
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The premisses:
fi. CCpqCLpLq
24. CCpqCCqrCpr
so. CIIqCCpqNLNqMp
gz. CCpqCNqNp
gg. CCpCqrCqCpr.
The deduction:
tB. plNq,qlMpxg4 \
34. CCNqNqCLNqLNP
24.pICpc,qICNqNp,rI CLNqLNqx Cgz-Cg4-35
s5. CCpqCLNqLNp
32.pllNq, qlLNpx36
36. CCLNqLNqCNLN4NLNq
2+. pICpq,qlCLNqLNp,rI CNLNpNLNqx Cg5-C9617
s7. CCpqCNLNpNLNq
33.plcpq, qlNLNp, TINLNqxCSZ-gB
sB. CNLNpCCpqNLNq
gB.Ilzqxgg
CNLNpIIqCCpqNLNq
39.
za. pINLNp, qIII qCCpqNLNq,rIMp x Cgg-Cgo-4o
CNLN|M|.
4o.
for M, which was
We can now provethe law of extensionality
the purposeofAlexander'sargument.This law easilyresultsfrom
that the proof by
the equivalencer and thesis37.We seebesides
commeansof the definition with quantifiersis unnecessarily
plicated.It sufficesto retain definition r and to add to the Lsystemthe ZJaw of extensionalityin order to get the M-law of
extensionality. In the sameway we may get the L-law of extensionality, if we add the M-law of extensionalityto the M-system
and definition z. The Z-systemis deductively equivalent to the
M-system with the laws of extensionalityas well as without them.
It is, of course, highly improbable that an ancient logician
could haveinventedsuchan exactproofas that given above.But
the fact that the proof is correct throws an interesting light on
Aristotle's ideas of possibility. I supposethat he intuitively saw
what may be shortly expressedthus: what is possibletoday, say
a sea-fight,may becomeexistentor actual tomorrow; but what is
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impossible,can never becomeactual. This idea seemsto lie at the
bottom of Aristotle's proof and of Alexander's.
connexions
of propoitions
$ 4r. Necessar2
The IJaw of extensionality was formulated by Aristotle only
once, together with the M-law, in the passagewhere he refers to
syllogisms.r
According to Aristotle there existsa necessaryconnexion between the premissescr of a valid syllogism and its conclusion p.
It would seemthereforethat the laws of extensionalityformulated
abovein the form:
16. CCupCLaLB and
17. CCuBCMuMB,
should be expressedwith necessaryantecedents:
and
4r. CLCapCLaLp
42. CLCuBCMaMB,
and the correspondinggenerallaws of extensionalityshouldrun:
and
$. CLCpqCLpLq
44. CLCpqCMpMq.
This is corroborated for the M-law by the first passagequoted
abovewherewe read : 'If (if cris, p must be), then (if c is possible,
p is possible).'
Formulae 43 and 44are weaker than the correspondingformulae with assertoricantecedents,rB and 19, and can be got from
them by the axiom CLpp and the hypothetical syllogism 24. It is
not, however, possibleto derive the strongerformulae conversely
from the weaker. The problem is whether we should reject the
strongerformulae rB and r9, and replace them by the weaker
formulae 43 and 44. To solve this problem we have to inquire
into the Aristotelian concept of necessity.
Aristotle accepts that some necessary,i.e. apodeictic, propositions are true and sfrould be asserted.Two kinds of asserted
apodeictic prbposition can be found in the Anajtics: to the one
kind there belong necessaryconnexions of propositions, to the
other necessaryconnexionsof terms. As example of the first kind
any valid syllogismmay be taken,for instance[he mood Barbara:
(g) If euer2b is an a, andeuerlc is a b, thenit is necessary
that euer2
c shouldbean aHere the 'necessary'does not mean that the conclusion is an
r Sec p. r38, n. e.
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apodeictic proposition, but denotes a necessaryconnexion between the premissesof the syllogismand its assertoricconclusion.
This is the so called 'syllogisticnecessity'.Aristotle seesvery well
that there is a difference between syllogistic necessityand an
apodeictic conclusionwhen he says,discussinga syllogismwith an
assertoricconclusion,that this conclusionis not 'simply' (tiz)6's)
i.e. necessary
necessary,
in itself, but is necessary'on condition',
i.e. with respect to its premisses(zorizc.rv6nav)J There are
passages
where he puts two marks of necessityinto the conclusion
saying,for instance,that from the premisses:'It is necessarythat
every b should be an a, and somec is a b', there follows the conclusion: 'It is necessarythat somec should be necessarilyan a.'z
The first 'necessary'refersto the syllogisticconnexion,the second
denotesthat the conclusionis an apodeictic proposition.
By the way, a curiousmistakeof Aristotle shouldbe noted: he
saysthat nothing followsnecessarilyfrom a singlepremiss,but ohly
from at leasttwo, as in the syllogism.rIn the Posterior
Ana\tics he
assertsthat this has been proved,+ but not even an attempt of
proof is given anywhere.On the contrary, Aristotle himself states
that 'If someDis an a, it is necessarythat somea should be a b',
drawing thus a necessaryconclusionfrom only one premiss.s
I have shown that syllogistic necessitycan be reduced to universal quantifiers.6When we say that in a valid syllogism the
conclusion necessarilyfollows from the premisses,we want to
state that the syllogismis valid for any matter, i.e. for all valuesof
the variablcs occurring in it. This explanation, as I have found
afterwards,is corroborated by Alexander who assertsthat: 'syllogistic combinations are those from which somethin$ necessarily
follows, and suchare thosein which for all matter the samecomes
to be'.7 Syllogistic necessityreduced to universal quantifiers cdn
I An. pr. i. ro,
3ob3z rd oupnipaope oix Esrrv d.vayxaiov dnArits, d)tAd nhov
dvtuv dvayxaiov.
2 lbid.
ptv A navrl rQ B $rapyira i{ dvdyqs, i 6i B nvl rQ I
9, goagT i
$nepTito pdvov' dldyxl 6l zd A rwi 7Q | $td.p1;ewi{ dvdyxls,
3 lbid, t5,
94"17 oi ydp Eotw d0Eiy e'f dvdyxr1s €vds rwos 5vros, d,\,\d 6uoiv
il\oTtototv ,otov Stav ai npotd.oersoizcog EXoow ds t\iyirl xatd, tdv ouiloynp6v.
a An. post' i.
3, 73"7 &ds pir o$v xetpivou DdDerrzqo6tr oi6tnot' d,vdyxq rc etvat
Etepov (Aiyo6' iv6s,6noi7e 6pov €vdsoite 1ioeos prf,s rc|eiot1s), dr 6Jo 6i ddoeoy
'tprirov
xai 2\oyistav tvi€yeteu
s An. pr. i. z, z5'zo ei ydp rd A rui tQ B, xai td B nvi rQ A ,&vdyq ind.pyeu.
6 Se e g 5 .
7 Alexander zo8. t6 ouA)oyiatuai62 at ou(vykt airot of i{ dvdyxqs n nvdyouoar.
rota0tac 6d, e cis 2d rd,otls iLls yiverat td oird.
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be eliminated from syllogistic laws, as will appear from the following consideration.
The syllogism(g) correctly translated into symbolswould have
the form:
(h) LCKAbaAcbAca,
which meansin words:
(i) It is necessar)
that (if eueryb is an a, andeaeryc is a b, theneuerlt
c shouldbean a).
The sign of necessityin front of the syllogism shows that not
the conclusion, but the connexion between the premissesand
the conclusion is necessary.Aristotle would have asserted(r).
Formula
(j) CKAbaAcbLAca,
which literally correspondsto the verbal expression(g), is wrong.
Aristotle would have rejected it, as he rejects a formula with
stronger premisses,viz.
(k) CKAbaLAcbLAca,
i.e. 'If eaeryb is an a andit is neccssary
that eaer2c shouldbea b, it is
necessar)
that euerlc shouldbean a.'r
By the reduction of necessityto universal quantifiers formula
(h) can be transformed into the expression:
(l) IIaIIbIIcCKAbaAcbAca,
i.e. 'For all a, for all b, for all c (if ei'ery Dis an a and every c is a b,
then every c is an a).' This last expressionis equivalent to the
mood Barbara without quantifiers:
(m) CKAbaAcbAea,
since a universal quantifier may be omitted when it standsat t}re
head of an assertedformula.
Formulae (n) and (m) are not eqirivalent. It is obvious that (m)
can be deducedfrom (n) by the principle CLpp,but the converse
deduction is not possiblewithout the reduction of necessityto
universal quantifiers. This, however, cannot be done at all, if the
above formulae are applied to concrete terms. Put, for instance,
I An. pr. i. g,
3ore3 ei Et zd piv AB pl Enu dvayxatov, zd 6t Bl" dvayxatov, oir
*,:;r:,
oupnipaopo dvovxaeov.
L

b
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in (l) 'bird' for b,'crow' for a, and 'animal' for c; we get the
apodeictic proposition :
bird is a crowand eaerlanimal is
(n) It is necessar!
that (if eaer.y
a bird, theneaeryanimalshouldbea now).
From (z) resultsthe syllogism(o):
(o) If eaerybird is a crow and eueryanimal is a bird, theneuerl
animalis a crow,
but from (o) we cannot get (z) by the transformation of necessity
into quantifie$, as (z) doesnot contain variableswhich could be
quantified.
And here we meet the fint difficulty. It is easyto understand
the meaning of necessitywhen the functor I is attached to the
front of an assertedproposition containing free variables. In this
casewe have a general law, and we may say: this law we regard
asnecessary,becauseit is true of all objectsof a certain kind, and
doesnot allow of exception.But how shouldwe interpret necessity, when we have a necessaryproposition without free variables,
and in particular, when this proposition is an implication consisting of false antecedentsand of a false consequent,as in our
example (z) ? I seeonly one reasonableanswer: we could say that
whoever acceptsthe premissesof this syllogismis necessarilycompelled to acceptits conclusion.But this would be a kind ofpsychological necesity which is quite alien from logic. Besidesit is
extremqly doubtful that anybody would accept evidently false
propositionsas true.
I know no better remedy for removing this difficulty than to
drop everywherethe l-functor standing in front of an asserted
implication. This procedure waS already adopted by Aristotle
who sometimesomits the sign of necesity in valid syllogistical
moods.t
$ 42. 'Material'or'strict',implication?
According to Philo of Megara the implication 'If p, then q',
i.e. Cpq,is true if and only if it doesnot begin with a true antecedent and end with a false consequent.2This is the so-called
'material' implication now universally acceptedin the classical
calculus of propositions.'Strict' implication: 'It is necessarythat
t Scc p. ro, D.
5.

' See p. 83, n. r.
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ifp, then q',i.e. LCpq,is a necessary
material implication and was
introduced into symbolic logic by C. I. Lewis. By means of this
terminology the problem we are discussingmay be stated thus:
Should we interpret the antecedent of the Aristotelian laws of
extensionalityasmaterial,or asstrict implication ? In other words,
shouldwe acceptthe strongerformulae rB and 19 (I call this the
'strong interpretation'), or should we reject them accepting the
weaker formulae 49 and,44 (weak interpretation)?
Aristotle was certainly not aware of the difference between
thesetwo interpretations and of their importance for modal logic.
He could not know Philo's definition of the material implication.
But his commentator Alexander was very well acquainted with
the logic of the Stoic-Megaric school and with the heated controversiesabout the meaning of the implication amidst the followers of this school. Let us then see his comments on our
problem.
Commenting on the Aristotelian passage'If (if cvis, B must
be), then (if cr is possible,p must be possible)'Alexander emphasizesthe necessarycharacter of the premiss 'ff c is, p must
be'. It seemstherefore that he would accept the weaker interpretation CLCapCMuM p and the weaker M-law of extensionality
CLCpqCMpMq.But what he meansby a necessaryimplication is
different from strict implication in the senseof Lewis. He says
that in a necessaryimplication the consequent should always,
i.e. at any time, follow from the antecedent, so that the proposition 'If Alexander is, he is so and so many yearsold' is not a
true implication, even if Alexander were in fact so many yeanr
old at the time when this propositionis uttered.'We rriay saythat
this proposition is not exactly expressed,and requiresthe addition
of a temporal qualification in order to be always true. A true
material implication must be, of course,always true, and if it
containsvariables,must be true for all valuesof the variables.
Alexander'scomment is not incompatiblewith the strong interpretation; it doesnot throw light on our problem.
Some more light is thrown on it, if we replace in Alexander's
proof of tll'e M-law of extensionality expounded in $ 4o the
I Alexander t76. z Eon 3l ,ivoyxoia d.xoAouflia
oiy fi npSoxaryos,ril)' dy .rf<iei zti
<iArlppivov Eneo|ar ton rQ d eihlppivov ,is iyoitrcvov etvau oJ yap d,Aqlts owtlFp&ov rd 'ei A\Qavdpos Eoru, AAl(avipos \nAiyerac', i 'ei AA!(avipos Zotc, rooiiie
dr<iv iort' , rci (ei) ei1, 6te Aiyerat I rp6taots, rooohav iritv.
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material implication Cpq by the strict implication LCpq. Transforming thus the formula
gr. CMpCCpqNLNq,
we get:
45. CMpCLCpqNLNq.
From 3r we can easily derive CM4NLNq by the substitution 4/p
getting CMpCCppNLNp,from which'our proposition results by
commutation and detachment, for Cppis an assertedimplication.
The sameprocedure, however, cannot be applied to 45. We get
CMpCLCppNLNp,but if we want to detach CMqNLNq we must
assertthe apodeictic implication LCpp. And here we encounter
the samedifficulty, as describedin the foregoingsection.What is
the meaning of LCpp? This expressionmay be interpreted as a
general law concerning all propositions, if we transform it into
npcpp; but such a transformation becomesimpossible, if we
apply LCpp to concreteterms, e.g. to the proposition 'Twice two
is five'. The assertoricimplication 'If twice two is five, then twice
two is five'is comprehensibleand true being a consequenceof the
law of identity Cpp;but what is the meaning of the apodeictic
implication 'It is necessarythat if twice two is five, then twice
two should be five'? This queer expressionis not a general law
concerningall numbers; it may be at most a consequenceof
an apodeictic law, but it is not true that a consequenceof an
apodeictic proposition must be apodoictic too. Cpp is a consequence of LCpp according to CLCppCpp,a substitution of CLpp,
but is not apodeictic.
It followsfrom the above that it is certainly simplbr to interpret
Alexander's proof by taking the word oupcpaivet
of his text in the
senseof material rather than strict implication. Neverthelessour
problem is not yet definitively solved.Let us thereforeturn to the
other kind of assertedapodeictic proposition accepted by .A,ristotle, that is to necessaf connexionsof terms.
$ 49. Anafuticpropositions
Aristotle assertsthe proposition: 'It is necessarythat man
should be an animal.'I He stateshere a necessaryconnexion
between the subject 'man' and the predicate 'animal', i.e. a
I An. pr. i.
9, 3oa3o (Qov piv ydp 6 dv|punos i{ dvdyxqs iori.
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necessaryconnexion between terms. He apparently regards it as
obviousthat the proposition'Man is an animal', or better 'Every
man is an animal', must be an apodeicticone, becausehe defines
'man' as an 'animal', so that the predicate 'animal' is contained
in the subject 'man'. Propositionsin which the predicate is contained in the subjectare called 'analytic', and we shall probably
be right in supposing that Aristotle would have regarded all
analytic propositionsbasedon definitions as apodeictic, since he
saysin the PosteriorAnalyticsthat essentialpredicates belong to
things necessarily,rand essentialpredicatesresultfrom definitions.
The most conspicuousexamples of analytic propositions are
thosein which the subjectis identical with the predicate.If it is
necessarythat every man should be an anirnal, it is,'a fortiori,
necessarythat every man should be a man. The law of identity
'Every c is an a' isan analytic proposition,and consequentlyan
apodeicticone. We get thus the formula:
(p) LAaa, i.e. It is necessar)
that euerlta shouldbean a.
Aristotle doesnot state the law ofidentity Aaa as a principle of
his assertoricsyllogistic; there is only one passage,found by Ivo
Thomas, where in passinghe usesthis law in a demonstration.z
We cannot expect, therefore, that he has known the modal thesis
LAaa.
The Aristotelian law of identity Aaa, where r4 means 'every-is'
and a is a variable universal term, is different from the principle
of identity Jxx, where J means 'is identical with' and r is a
variable individual term. The latter principle belongs to the
theory of identity which can be established on the following
axioms:
@) J*r, i.e. x is identiculwith x,
(r) CJxTC$x$1,i.e. If x is identicalwith y, then if x satisfes$,
2 satisfes$,
where f is a variable proposition-forming functor of one individual argument. Now, if all analytic propositions are necessary,
so also is (4), and we get the apodeictic principle :
(s) LJxx, i.e. It is necessar)
that x shouldbeidenticalwith x.
' An. post,i, 6, 74b6 zri Ei rcd'adrd. tind.pyovro dvayxoio rois npdypoor.
2 lvo Thomas, O.P., 'Farrago Logica', DominieanStudies,vol. iv (1951), p.
7r.
The passage reads (ln. pr, ii, zz,68"19) xaqyopeiza Dt zo'B xei ait6 e$roi,
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It has been observed by W.V. Qyine that the principle (s), if
asserted,leads to awkward consequences.IFor lf LJxx is asserted,
works
we can derive (t) from (r) by the substitution $lLJx'-LJx
here like a proposition-forming functor of one argument:
(4

CJx2CLJxxLJxl,

and by commutation
(u) CLJxxCJxlLJxy,
from which there follows the proposition:
(u) CJxyLJxy.
That means, any two individuals are necessarilyidentical, if they
are identical at all.
The relation of equality is usually treated by mathematicians
as identity and is bascd on the same axioms (q) and (r). We may
therefore interpret J as equality, x and2 as individual numbers
and say that equality holds necessarilyif it holds at all.
Formula (u) is obviously false. Q;rine gives an example to show
its falsity. Let.r denote the number of planets, andT the number
9. It is a factual truth that the number of (major) planets is equal
to g, but it is not necessarythat it should be equal to g. Qyine
tries to meet this difficulty by raising objections to the substitution
of such singular terms for the variables. In my opinion, however,
his objections are without foundation
There is another awkward consequenceof the formula (r.r)not
mentioried by Quine. From (a) we git by the definition of Z and
the law of transposition the consequence:

(w) CMNJx2NJx2
That means: 'If it is possiblethat.r is not equal to7, then r is
(actually) not equal to7.'The falsity of this consequence
may be
seenin the following example: Let us supposethat a number r
has beenthrown with a die. It is possiblethat the numberT next
thrown with the die will be different from r. But if it is possible
that .r will be different from2, i.e. not equal to7, then according
to (nr) r will actually be different from y. This consequenceis
obviously wrong, asit is possibleto throw the samenumber twice.
t W. V.
Quine, 'Three Grades of Modal Involvement', Proccedingsof thc XIth
Internalional Congressof Philosophy, vol. xiv, Brussels (1953). For the following
argumentation I am alone responsible.
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'l'lrcn: is, in my opinion, only one way to solve the above diffir rrltics: w(: must not allow that formula ZJxr should be asserted,
i.r'. tlrrrt thc principle of identity Jxx is necessary. As Jxx is a
tylrir:ul unalytic proposition, and as there is no reason to treat this
prilrr:iplc in a different way from other analytic propositions, we
;rrr'<:ompclledto assumethat no analytic proposition is necessary.
llt'firrc dcaling with this important topic let us bring to an end
orrr invcstigation of Aristotle's concepts of modalities.
I U. A" Aristotelianparadox
'l'lrt:rc is a principle of necessityset forth by Aristotle which is
lriglrly controversial. He says in the De Interpretationethat'anytlring cxistent is necessary when it exists, and anything noncxistt:nt is impossible when it does not exist'. This does not mean'
lrr rulds, that whatever exists is necessary,and whatever does not
cxist is impossible: for it is not the same to say that anything
cxistr:nt is necessarywhen it does exist, and to say that it is simply
rrcccssary.rIt should be noted that the temporal 'when' (dzav) is
rrsctlin this passageinstead of the conditional 'if'. A similar thesis
is sct lorth by Theophrastus. He says,when defining the kinds of
tlrirrgs that are necessary,that the third kind (we do not know
wlr:rt the first two are) is 'the existent, for when it exists, then it is
irrrpossible that it should not exist'.2 Here again we find the
tcrnporal particles 'when' (dze) and 'then' (zdre). No doubt an
lur:tlogous principle occurs in medieval logic and scholars could
lirrrl it there. There is a formul4tion quoted by Leibniz in his
'l luodiceerunning thus: Unumquodque,quandoest, oportetessa.3
Note
;rg:rin irr this sentence the temporal quando.
What does this principle mean? It is, in my opinion, ambiguorrs. Its first meaning seems to be akin to syllogistic necessity,
wlrit'h is a necessaryconnexion not of terrns, but of propositions.
r\h'xirnder commenting on the Aristotelian distinction between
nirrrplc and cclnditional necessity,asays that Aristotle was himself
I I)e int
9, 19'23 i ptv o$v elvat td 3v,6tav fi, xai rd p) 6v pii elvat, &av pi1 fi,
,ir,!yr1 6l plv oire td 6v drov dvdyxq etvat oire td pi1 6v pi1 etvot' OJ ydp taltdv
,'rrr ni 6v d.nav elvat i( d.v&yx1s6te Eotq xoi rd dzl.i,s etvat d{ 'iv,iyxqs.
' Afcx:rndcr I56. zg 6 yoiv @e6spoorosiv tQ npittq rdv llporipuv &voAurcx,Tv
,\,ly,q, nqri tdv ind roa d.vayxalouoqltocvoltivov oirus yp<i$er'rphov td indplov
i't, 1,ip inipTet, t6re oiy otdv rc pl indp76w.'
I I'hiloufihivhe SchriJten,
ed. Gerhardt, vol. vi, p. I3r.
r S cc
1r. r4+, n. r.
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aware of this distinction, which was explicitly made by his
friends (that is, by Theophrastusand Eudemus),and quotesas
a further argument the passageof the De Interpretatione
above
referred to. He is aware that this passageis formulated by
Aristotle in connexion with singular propositions about future
events, and calls the necessityinvolved 'hypothetical necessity'
(dvayrcaCov i{ iro0be:os).|

This hypothetical necessitydoes not differ from conditional
necessity,except that it is applied not to syllogisms,but to singular
propositionsabout events.Such propositionsalways contain a
temporal qualification. But if we include this qualification in the
content of the proposition, we can replace the temporal particle
by the conditional.So,for instance,insteadofsayingindefinitely:
'It is necessary
that a sea-fightshouldbe, when it is', we may say:
'It is necessarythat a sea-fightshould be tomorrow, if it will be
tomorrow.' Keeping in mind that hypothetical necessityis a
necessaryconnexion of propositions,we may interpret this latter
implication as equivalent to the proposition: 'It is necessarythat
if a sea-fight will be tomorrow, it should be tomorrow' which is
a substitution of the formula LCpp.
The principle of necessitywe are discussingwould lead to no
controversy, if it had only the meaning explained above. But it
may have still another meaning: we may interpret the necessity
involved in it as a necessaryconnexion not of propositions,but of
terms. This other meaning seemsto be what Aristotle himself has
in mindg when he expoundsthe determinist argument that all
future eventsare necessary.
In this connexiona generalstatement
given by him deservesour attention. We read in the De Interpretatione:'If it is true to say that somethingis white or not white,
it is necessary
that it shouldbe white or not white.'z It seemsthat
here a necessaryconnexion is stated between a 'thing' as subject
and 'white' as predicate. Using a propositional variable instead
of the sentence'Somethingis white' we get the formula: 'If it is
I Alexander t4r. t Lpa 6t rai n)r toA &vayxaiou \taipeocv 6tc xai eirds oi}ev,
lv
6vtav'), fiv
oi batpot airoa renohlmcc, EeErilore 6cd rfis npoo9jxqs (scil.'toJtav'
$9doos fi6t1 xai dv rQ Ilepi tpplveias 8dEerxer,d.vots nepi rfis eis tdv piAAome xp6vov
)eyopivr1s dvre$doeas nepi tCw xafl' Ercaoroveip4pivav \€ye"' 'i ptv oiv etvac rd 6v,
6tav fi, xai i pi1 6v pi1 elvoq 6tav pi1 fi, dvdyq'. i ydp i( ino|ioeos d.voyxatov
rooit6v iott.
2 Dc int. g, 18'39 ei yd.p dh102s eireiv 6rt lcuxdv 6tt oJ A<ux6v dotw, dvdyxrl
fi
etvat Aeuxdvi oi ievxdv.
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Ir rrc I lrat p, it is necessarythat p' .I do not know whether Aristotle
worrlrl lravc accepted this formula or not, but in any case it is
irrtcrcstingto draw some consequencesfrom it.
lrr two-valued logic any proposition is either true or false.
I lcrrt:r:thocxpression 'It is true thaty'' is equivalentto ,p,. Applyirrg tlris equivalence to our case we see that the formula ,If it is
Ir.rrr' th:rt1, it is necessary that p'would be equivalent to this
sirrrlrlt:r cxpression: 'If p, it is necessary that I' which reads in
syrrrlxrls: CpLp. We know, however, that this formula has been
rticr;tcd by Alexander, and certainly by Aristotle himself. It must
lrc rtjcctcd, for propositional modal logic would collapse, if it

1rlrrpositional modal logic.
llut it is possible to expressin symbolic form the idea implied
lry tlrr: formula 'If it is true thatp, it is necessarythat p': we need
rrrrfy rcplace the words 'It is true thatp'by the expression,a is
irrscrtcd'. These two expressionsdo not mean the same. We can
prrt lbrward for consideration not only true, but also false prolxrsitions without being in error. But it would be an error to aisert
ir l)roposition which was not true. It is therefore not sufficient to
s:ry '2 is true', if we want to impart the idea that p is really true;
,a
is
lt trrity bc false, and 'p is true' is,false with it. We must say
rrsscrtt:d'changing 'p' into 'u', as'p' being a substitution-variable
cirnrr<rtbc asserted, whereas 'u' riiray be interpreted as a true
lrrrrlxrsition. We can now state, not indeed a theorem, but a rule:
(x) u-, La.
4
lrr words: 'c, therefore it is necessarythat c'. The arrow means
'tlrcrcftrre', and the formula (r) is a rule of inference valid only
wlrcn rr is asserted. Such a rule restricted to .tautologous' pro'positions is accepted by some modern logicians.I
lirom rule (x) and the asserted principle of identity
Jxx there
lrrlfows thc asserted apodeictic formula LJxx which leads, as we
Ir;rvr:sr:cn,to awkward consequences.The rule seemsto be doubtlirl, r'vt:n if restricted to logical theorems or to analytic proposi||.

I Srr., c.g. G. H. von Wright, An
Essa2 in Modat Zogja, Amsterdam (lg5r),
t4 rr).
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tions. Without this restriction rule (r) would yield, as aPpears
from the example grven by Aristotle, apodeictic assertionsof
merely factual truths, a result contrary to intuition. For this
reason this Aristotelian principle fully deservesthe name of a
paradox.
$ 45. Contingenryin Aristotle
I have already mentioned that the Aristotelian term dvdeXciand sometimesin the
y.evovis ambiguous.In the De Interpretatione,
Prior Anal2tics,it meansthe sameas 6uvar6v,but sometimesit has
another more complicated meaning which following Sir David
Ross I shall translate by 'contingent'.I The merit of having
pointed out this ambiguity is due to A. Becker.2
Aristotle's definition of contingency runs thus: 'By "contingent" I mean that which is not necessaryand the supposed
existenceof which implies nothing impossible.'3We can see at
once that Alexander's definition of possibility results from Aristotle's definition of contingency by omissionof the words 'which
is not necessary'.If we add, therefore,the symbolsof thesewords
to our formula zB and denote the new functor by 'T', we get the
following definition:
46. QTqKNL4II qCCpqNLNq.
This definition can be abbreviated, asnqCCpqNLNqis equivalent
to NLNp. The implication:

s1j.cNtNpIIqccpqNLNq
has been already proved; the converseimplication
47. CnqCCpqNLNqNLNp
easily results from the thesis CIIqCCpqNLNqCCpqNLNqby the
substitution qIp, commutation, Cpp,and detachment. By putting
in 46 the simpler expressionNLNq for IIqCCpqNLNq we get:

aB.QrpKNLpNLNp.
This meansin words: 'It is contingent that p-if and only if-it
I W. D. Ross, loc. cit., p, eg6.
2 See A. Becker, Die Aristotelischc Tluorie der Miiglichluihschhisse,Berlin (rg33).
I agree with Sir David Ross (loc. cit., Preface) that Becker's book is 'very acute',
but I do not agree with Becker's conclusions.
t An. p r . i . t 3 , 3 z o r 8 ) t i y a 6 ' e 6 $ g co 0 e txe itd d vie yd ye vo v,o ip i6 vrosdvoyxa!,ou,
rc|iwos 6' indpyew, oriD,ivioror 6rd zo0r' d.}ivarcv.
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is rrot ncct:ssarythat p and it is not necessarythat noty'.' As the
plrr:rsc 'not necessarythat notl' means the same as ,not impossifrlt' that f', w9 may say roughly speaking: ,something is ionlingcnt if and bnly if it is not tr.i.ssury-and not imfossible.'
Alr:xander shortly says: 'The contingent is neither neceisary nor
irnpossible."
Wc get another definition of Tp, if we transform NLNp acrrrrding to our definition r into Mp, and NLp jnto MNp:
or
4q. qTpKMNpMp
5o. QTpKMpMNp.
l'irrmula 5o reads: 'ft is contingent thatp-if
and only if-it is
lrossible that p and it is possible tJrat not 1.' This defines conting<:ncyas 'ambivalent possibility', i.e. as a possibility which can
irrtlccd be the case,but can also not be the case.We shall seethat
the consequences of this definition, together with other of
Aristotle's assertions about contingency, raise a new major
rl i l l i cul ty.
In a famous discussionabout future contingent events Aristotle
trics to defend the indeterministic point of view. He assumesthat
things which are not always in act have likewise the possibility of
lx:ing or not being. For instance, this gown may be cut into
picccs, and likewise it may not be cut.2 Similarly a sea-fight may
happcn tomorrow, and equally it may not happen. He says that
'()f two contradictory propositions about such things one must
lrr: true and the other false, but not this one or that one, only
whichever may chance (to,be fulfilled), one of them may be
rnorc true than the other, but neither ofthem is as yet true. or as
yt:t false.'r
'l'hese arguments, though not quite clearly expressed
or fully
thought out, contain an important and most fruitful idea. Let us
t:rkc the example of the sea-fight, and suppose thit nothing is
<lct:idcdtoday about this fight. I mean that there is nothing that
is rcal today and thatwould cause there to be asea-fight tomoirow,
n()r yet anything that would cause there not to be one. Hence, if
I Alexander
r5B. zo orire yd.p dvayxoCov oire ddtjvarov t6 dvieydpevov.
t I)c int.9, Iqng iozrv iv tois
p) d.ei ivepyoioc rd iuvordv etvat xal p) dpoius , . .
t2 otov 6rr rovti rd f.pd.rrcv }uvatdv ton Seerpq?fivaq , . , dpoiug Et,xci zri pr) brorp40itwt luvor6v.
| | lrir l. I q"1;6 to,huv yd.p (i.e.
dzi zois pr) d.ci oiow l pl d.ei pi oiocv) dvdynl
ptv
ll,i t t p,r' p,i1,nv rfis dmr$doeas d.A1|is ei"at
i $ei6os, oi pivtot zd6e f zd6e dM; 6n6rcp,
itt,yt, xtti p6),lov piv ,i\Ofi rlv dr(pav, oi pivrot
167 ,&\0fi fi rleudfi.
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truth restson conformity of thought with reality, the proposition
'The sea-fightwill happen tomorrow' is today neither true nor
false.It is in this sensethat I understandthe words 'not yet true
or false'in Aristotle.But this would lead to the conclusionthat it
is today neither necessary
nor impossiblethat there will be a seafight tomorrow; in other words, that the propositions 'It is
possiblethat there will be a sea-fight tomorrow' and 'It is
possiblethat there will not be a sea-fight tomorrow' are today
both true, and this future event is contingent.
It follows from the above that according to Aristotle there exist
true contingent propositions,i.e. that the formula Zp and its
equivalent KMpMNp are true for somevalue of p, say d. For example, if ct means 'There will be a sea-fighttomorrow', both
Mu and MJfa would be accepted by Aristotle as true, so that
he would have assertedthe conjunction:
(A) KMaMNa.
There exists, however, in the classicalcalculus of propositions
enlarged by the variable functor E, the following thesisdue to
Le6niewski'sprotothetic :
5t. C6pC6NpEq.
In words:'lf 6 of p, then if Eof notl, Eof 4', or roughly speaking:
'If something is true of the proposition p, and also true of the
negationof p,it is true of an arbitrary proposition4.' Thesis5l is
equivalent to
52. CK6pDNp6q
on the ground of the laws of importation and exportation
CCpCqrCKpqrand CCKpqrCpCqr.From (A) and 5z we get the
consequence:
52. 6lM, pl", qlpxC(A)-(B)
,r
(B) Mp.
Thus, if there is any contingent proposition that we accept as
true, we are bound to admit of any proposition whatever that
it is possible.But this would causea collapseof modal logic;
Mp must be rejected, and consequentlyKMaMNa cannot be ,
asserted.
We are at the end of our analysisof Aristotle's propositional
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rnorl:rllogic. This analysishas led us to two major difficulties:
tlrr:first difficulty is connectedwith Aristotle'sacceptanceof true
irlxxlcictic propositions,the secondwith his acceptanceof true
<:ontingcntpropositions.Both difficultieswill reappear in Aristotlt:'s modal syllogistic, the first in his theory of syllogismswith
ont: assertoricand one apodeicticpremiss,the secondin his theory
ol'contingentsyllogisms.If we want to meet thesedifficultiesand
to r:xplainas well as to appreciatehis modal syllogistic,we must
lirst cstablisha secureand consequentsystemof modal logic.

